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Abstra t
Modular system development auses hallenges for se urity and safety as upgraded sub- omponents may intera t with the system in unforeseen ways. Due to
their la k of modularity, onventional risk analysis methods are poorly suited to
address these hallenges. We propose to adjust an existing method for model-based
risk analysis into a method for omponent-based risk analysis. We also propose a
stepwise integration of the omponent-based risk analysis method into a omponentbased development pro ess. By using the same kinds of des ription te hniques to
spe ify fun tional behaviour and risks, we may a hieve upgrading of risk analysis
do umentation as an integrated part of omponent omposition and renement.
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1 Introdu tion
When your

omputer

rashes just as you are about to take a last print out on your

way home it is annoying. But when software glit hes
fun tions in your

ause errati

ar it may be serious. Produ ts su h as

behaviour of

riti al

ars, laptops, smart phones

and mobile devi es in general are not sold as nished produ ts, but rely more and more
on software

omponents that may be upgraded several times during their lifetime. The

problems fa ed by Toyota in explaining what

aused the problem with the sti ky a

el-

erators (Ahrens, 2010) illustrate how upgrades may intera t with the rest of the system
in unforeseen ways. The exibility oered by modular development fa ilitates rapid development and deployment, but
by

urrent methods. By

auses

hallenges for risk analysis that are not addressed

risk we mean the
risk analysis we

of an unwanted event. By

ombination of the

onsequen e and likelihood

mean the pro ess to understand the nature of

risk and determining the level of risk (ISO, 2009b).
A widely adopted requirement to
from their environment and other

omponents, in order to be independently deployable.

This distin tion is provided by a
en apsulating the

omponents is that they need to be distinguished

lear spe i ation of the

omponent implementation (Crnkovi

prin iples of modularity and

omponent interfa es and by

and Larsson, 2002). The same

omposition should apply to risk analysis methods targeting

omponent-based systems. A modular understanding of risks is a prerequisite for robust
omponent-based development and for maintaining the trustworthiness of
based systems.

Ultimately, one

annot have

omponent-

omponent-based development without a

modular understanding of risks.
To understand the risks related to deploying a new
one is

omponent or upgrading an existing

hallenging: It requires an understanding not only of the risks of the

omponent

itself, but also of how its intera tions with the system ae t the risk level of the system
as a whole and how they ae t the risk level of ea h other. An example is the known
buer overow vulnerability of previous versions of the media player Winamp, whi h
may allow an unauthenti ated atta ker using a

rafted le to exe ute arbitrary

ode on

a vulnerable system. By default Internet Explorer opens

rafted les without prompting

the user (Se unia, 2006). Hen e, the probability of a su

essful atta k is mu h higher if

a user utilises both Internet Explorer and Winamp, than only one of them.
The likelihood of an unwanted event depends partly on external fa tors, su h as the
likelihood that a threat o

urs. In

onventional risk analyses the parts of the environ-

ment that are relevant for estimating the risk-level are therefore often in luded in the
analysis. Furthermore, in existing risk analysis methods (Alberts et al., 1999; Farquhar,
1991; Swiderski and Snyder, 2004), the environment and the time-frame are viewed as
onstants. These features of existing risk analysis methods make them poorly suited to
analyse modular systems whose threats varies with the environment in whi h the systems
exist (Verdon and M Graw, 2004).

1.1 A framework for omponent-based risk analysis
The purpose of this report is to present a framework for
The obje tive of

omponent-based risk analysis.

omponent-based risk analysis is to improve

fa ilitate reuse of risk analysis results to allow
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omponent robustness and

omposition of overall analyses more e-

iently than analysing systems from s rat h. A method for

omponent-based risk analysis

should adhere to the same prin iples of en apsulation and modularity as
development methods, without

ompromising the feasibility of the approa h or standard

denitions of risk (ISO, 2009b,a; Standards Australia, 2004).
how

hanges in a

related

omponent-based

To ease the analysis of

omponent ae ts system risks, it should be possible to represent risk

on epts su h as assets, in idents,

integrated part of

onsequen es and in ident probabilities, as an

omponent behaviour. To support robust

pra ti e it should be easy to

omponent-development in

ombine risk analysis results into a risk analysis for the

system as a whole.
In order to evaluate the presented framework with regard to the above requirements
to

omponent-based risk analysis, we apply it to a running example involving the devel-

opment and risk analysis of an instant messaging

omponent for smart phones. It is a

 titious example, but nevertheless represents a realisti

ase for

omponent development

that is of pra ti al relevan e.
We also use the

ase to illustrate the various steps of the proposed framework, to

explore existing system spe i ation and risk analysis te hniques that may be used to
arry out the various tasks involved in

omponent-based risk analysis, and to identify

areas where further resear h is needed in order to obtain a full method for

omponent-

based risk analysis.
The proposed framework is based on the CORAS method for model-driven risk analysis. The CORAS method (den Braber et al., 2007)
UML-inspired systems modelling.

ombines risk analysis methods with

CORAS has no parti ular support for

omponent-

based development. We believe, however, that UML models are well suited to do ument
and stru ture risk analysis results at the

omponent level.

1.2 Outline
This report is stru tured as follows: In Se tion 2 we explain the basi

notions of risk

analysis in general and we give an overview of the CORAS method for model-driven risk
analysis. We also briey explain our notion of a

omponent and give an overview of the

omponent development pro ess proposed by Cheesman and Daniels.
explain the notion of risk in a
for

In Se tion 3 we

omponent setting. We also present the overall framework

omponent-based risk analysis and its stepwise integration into a

omponent-based

development pro ess.
In se tions 4 to 7 we go through the initial steps of the integrated approa h. We use
a

ombination of UML 2.0 notation (Rumbaugh et al., 2005) and sequen e diagrams in

STAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004) for the

omponent spe i ations

and CORAS diagrams (den Braber et al., 2003) for the risk analysis do umentation. In
Se tion 6.1 we briey explain the STAIRS approa h and how it
probabilisti

an be used to

apture

behaviour, whi h is a prerequisite for representing risks. In Se tion 6.2 we

present an extension to CORAS with fa ilities for do umenting assumptions of a risk
analysis, whi h is used to obtain modularity of risk analysis results. In Se tion 7.2 we
introdu e a

al ulus for

omposition of risk analysis results.

In Se tion 8 we attempt to pla e our work in relation to ongoing resear h within
related areas.

Finally, in Se tion 9, we summarise our ndings, dis uss the extent to

whi h our requirements to a

omponent-based risk analysis method is met and point out
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what remains in order to a hieve a full method.

2 Ba kground
This report addresses the interse tion of risk analysis and

omponent-based development.

As these notions may mean dierent things in dierent settings and
begin by explaining our notions of risk analysis and

ommunities, we

omponent.

2.1 Risk analysis
We explain the
a

on epts of risk analysis and how they are related to ea h other through

on eptual model,

ure 1. The

aptured by a UML

onventional risk

lass diagram (Rumbaugh et al., 2005) in Fig-

on epts are adapted from international standards for risk

management (ISO, 2009a,b; Standards Australia, 2004). The asso iations between the
on epts have

ardinalities spe ifying the number of instan es of one element that

an

be related to one instan e of the other. The hollow diamond symbolises aggregation and
the lled

omposition. Elements

aggregations, while

onne ted with an aggregation

an also be part of other

omposite elements only exist within the spe ied

omposition.

There are many forms and variations of risk analysis, depending on the appli ation
domain, su h as nan e, reliability and safety, or se urity.

In nan e risk analysis is

on erned with balan ing potential gain against risk of investment loss. In this setting a
risk
is

an be both positive and negative. Within reliability/safety and se urity risk analysis

on erned with prote ting what is already there. The rst approa h may be seen as

oensive risk analysis, while the latter may be seen as defensive risk analysis. This report
fo uses upon defensive risk analysis.

Figure 1: Con eptual model of risk analysis
We explain the

on eptual model as follows:

Stakeholders

are those people and organ-

isations who are ae ted by a de ision or a tivity and on whose behalf the risk analysis
is

ondu ted. An

asset

is something to whi h a stakeholder dire tly assigns value and,

hen e, for whi h the stakeholder requires prote tion. An asset is uniquely linked to its
stakeholder.

An

in ident

is an event with negative

onsequen es for the assets to be

prote ted. Within the safety domain an in ident may for example be a dis harge of toxi

7

hemi als or nu lear rea tor melt down.

In the se urity domain an in ident may be a

ondentiality brea h, for example due to theft or a human blunder,

ompromised in-

tegrity of information of the system itself or loss of servi e availability. A
the out ome of an event that ae ts assets. A
exploited by one or more threats. A

threat

vulnerability

is a potential

onsequen e

is a weakness whi h

is

an be

ause of an in ident. It may

be external (e.g., ha kers or viruses) or internal (e.g., system failures). Furthermore, a
threat may be intentional, that is, an atta ker, or unintentional, that is, someone
an in ident by fault or by a
o

ident.

Probability

ur. Con eptually, as illustrated by the UML

of an in ident, its probability and

ausing

is the extent to whi h an in ident will
lass diagram in Figure 1, a

risk

onsists

onsequen e with regard to a given asset. There may

be a range of possible out omes asso iated with an in ident. This implies that an in ident
may have

onsequen es for several assets. Hen e, an in ident may be part of several risks.

2.1.1 Model-driven risk analysis
The

CORAS

method for model-driven risk analysis oers spe ialised diagrams to model

risks. The CORAS modelling language
semanti s.

onsists of a graphi al and a textual syntax and

It was originally dened as a UML prole, and has later been

and rened in several aspe ts, based on experien es from industrial
empiri al investigations. The CORAS method also
of the risk analysis pro ess, with a guideline for

ustomised

ase studies, and by

onsist of a step-by-step des ription

onstru ting the CORAS diagrams; and

the CORAS tool for do umenting, maintaining and reporting risk analysis results.
As illustrated by Figure 2, the CORAS pro ess is divided into eight steps (Lund
et al., 2010).

The rst four of these steps are introdu tory in the sense that they are

used to establish a

ommon understanding of the target of the analysis and to make

the target des ription that will serve as a basis for the subsequent steps. This in ludes
all assumptions about the
well as a

omplete list of

ontext or setting in whi h the target is supposed to work as
onstraints regarding whi h aspe ts of the target should re eive

spe ial attention, whi h aspe ts

an be ignored, and so on. The remaining four steps are

devoted to the a tual detailed analysis. This in ludes identifying

on rete risks and their

risk level as well as identifying and assessing potential treatments.
The risk analysis pro ess is iterative, indi ated by the double arrows between ea h
step. During the risk identi ation step it may for example be ne essary to go ba k and
make more detailed target des riptions. Also the overall risk analysis pro ess is iterative:
ideally, the target should be analysed anew, after treatments have been identied, to
he k whether the treatments have the desired ee t and no

riti al side ee ts.

2.2 Component-based development
Component-based development en ompasses a range of dierent te hnologies and approa hes.
spe i

It refers to a way of thinking, or a strategy for development, rather than a

te hnology. The idea is that

reusable

omplex systems should be built or

omposed from

omponents, rather than programmed from s rat h. A development te hnique

onsists of a syntax for spe ifying

omponent behaviour and system ar hite tures, and

rules (if formal) or guidelines (if informal/semiformal) for in remental development of
systems from spe i ations.
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Figure 2: The eight steps of the CORAS method
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Our

omponent model is illustrated in Figure 3. An

Figure 3: Con eptual

interfa e

is a

ontra t des ribing

omponent model

both the provided operations and the servi es required to provide the spe ied operations.
A

omponent

is a

olle tion of interfa es some of whi h may intera t between themselves.

Interfa es intera t by the transmission and
transmission and
Our

onsumption of messages.

onsumption of messages as events.

omponent model is inspired by the one dened by Cheesman and Daniels (2001),

but in order to keep the
ments. A

ording to the

omponent model simple and general we have made some adjustomponent denition of Cheesman and Daniels, a

spe i ation is a realisation

ontra t des ribing provided interfa es and

penden ies in terms of required interfa es.

omponent deontra t,

omponent obje t. As shown in our

omponent model, we do not distinguish between usage and realisation

An interfa e is our basi

omponent

A provided interfa e is a usage

des ribing a set of operations provided by a
tual

We refer to the

on ep-

ontra ts.

unit of spe i ation.

2.2.1 Model-driven omponent development
For the

ase of the presentation we have followed a pro ess for

omponent development

using UML diagrams, proposed by Cheesman and Daniels (2001). However, our approa h
is not restri ted to following this parti ular development pro ess.
UML (OMG, 2007) is a semiformal des ription and modelling language.

By semi-

formal we mean a te hnique based on semiformal des ription and modelling languages,
whi h is seemingly formal but la k a pre isely dened syntax, or

ontains

onstru ts with

an un lear semanti s (Broy and Stølen, 2001). There is a large number of semiformal development te hniques built up around UML, su h as for example RUP (Rational Unied
Pro ess) (Kru hten, 2004). RUP is a framework for an iterative software development
pro ess stru tured into a series of so

alled workows. Ea h workow produ es an arte-

fa t that is used as input in the next workow.

The pro ess proposed by Cheesman

and Daniels resembles RUP, but is spe i ally tailored towards
opment.

omponent-based devel-

A benet of using a UML-based method is that UML is the de fa to indus-

try standard for system spe i ation, and therefore familiar to most system developers.
Moreover, sin e the CORAS risk modelling language is adapted from UML diagrams, the
normal behaviour and the risk behaviour of

omponents

an be modelled using the same

kind of diagrams.
Figure 4 shows the overall development pro ess proposed by Cheesman and Daniels.
The grey boxes represent workows as dened in RUP. The pro ess starts by des ribing
the overall

omponent requirements, su h as fun tional requirements and quality of ser-

vi e requirements. During the requirements workow the

omponent is viewed as a bla k

box, any internal behaviour of sub-parts is hidden. The requirements workow should

10







Figure 4: The workows of the

deliver a business
business

omponent development pro ess

on ept model and a set of use

on ept model is a

ases to the spe i ation workow. A

on eptual model of the business domain that needs to be

understood and agreed. Its main purpose is to
business people involved with in proje t. A use

reate a

ommon vo abulary among the

ase des ribes intera tions between a user

(or other external a tor) and the system, and therefore helps to dene the system boundary (Cheesman and Daniels, 2001).

During the spe i ation workow the

omponent

is de omposed into interfa es that are rened further, independently of ea h other.

It

entails identifying interfa es, des ribing interfa e intera tion and dependen ies and spe ifying how the interfa es
requirements.

an be tted together into a

omponent that renes the original

The output from the spe i ation workow is used in the provisioning

workow to determine what interfa es to build or buy, in the assembly workow to guide
the

orre t integration of interfa es, and in the test workow as input to test s ripts.
We use sequen e diagrams in STAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004)

to spe ify the interfa e intera tions in the spe i ation workow.

STAIRS is a formal

approa h to system development with UML sequen e diagrams that supports an in remental and modular development pro ess. STAIRS assigns a formal tra e semanti s to
sequen e diagrams and denes renement relations for spe i ations and

omplian e re-

lations for implementations. STAIRS is not part of the pro ess developed by Cheesman
and Daniels.

The benet of using STAIRS to spe ify interfa e intera tions is that it

supports in remental development through renement.

3 Component-based risk analysis and development
We propose to integrate the pro ess of risk analysis into a
ment pro ess. In order to obtain a method for
to understand the meaning of risk in a
understand whi h risk

omponent setting.

on epts to in lude at the

11

omponent-based develop-

omponent-based risk analysis, we need
In parti ular, we need to

omponent level, without

ompromising

the modularity of our

omponents.

In Se tion 3.1 we present a

omponent-based risk analysis that relates some of the
on eptual

omponent model.

on eptual model for

on epts from risk analysis to the

In Se tion 3.2 we give an overview of our approa h for

integrating risk analysis into a

omponent-based development pro ess.

3.1 Component-based risk analysis on epts
Figure 5 shows how the
ponent model.

on eptual model of risk analysis relates to the

We identify assets on behalf of

Figure 5: Con eptual model of

om-

omponent-based asset-driven risk analysis

Figure 5. Ea h interfa e has a set of assets. Hen e, the
pli itly present in the integrated

on eptual

omponent interfa es as illustrated in

on ept of a stakeholder is im-

on eptual model, through the

1

on ept of an interfa e .

An in ident refers to an event of an interfa e that harms at least one of its assets. An
event is as explained above either the
interfa e. Moreover, a

onsumption or the transmission of a message by an

onsequen e is a measure on the level of seriousness of an in ident

with regard to an asset. The

on ept of a threat is not part of the integrated

model as a threat is something that belongs to the environment of a

on eptual

omponent.

3.2 Integrating risk analysis into omponent-based development
As already mentioned, we adapt the CORAS method to make it suitable for

omponent-

based risk analysis. We aim, in parti ular, to integrate risk analysis into the early stages
of

omponent development. We have stru tured the adapted method to

orrespond with

the requirements and spe i ation workow in the Cheesman and Daniels pro ess.
Figure 6 gives an overview of the integration of the adapted method into the development pro ess of Cheesman and Daniels. For ea h step in the requirements and spe i ation workow, we rst

ondu t the development step and then

ondu t the

orresponding

risk analysis step.
1 Note

that there may be interfa es with no assets; in this

interfa e has nothing to prote t.
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Figure 6: Integrating risk analysis into

omponent-based development

Figure 7 shows how the workows of the adapted method relate to the steps in the
CORAS method. We have left out the steps

preparation of target

Preparation for the analysis

of the CORAS method, as they are taken

spe i ation workows.

We have

and

are of by the

Customer
omponent

ollapsed the tasks of the introdu tory steps

Rene

the target des ription using asset diagrams and Approval of target des ription into one
all Requirements to prote tion denition. While the requirements

workow that we
denition

aptures the quality of servi e and fun tional requirements, the requirements

to prote tion spe ify the a

eptable level of risk, that is, what may be tolerated with

respe t to risks.
In

omponent-based risk analysis we need to des ribe assets at the level of

interfa es. We have therefore in luded the step

Interfa e asset identi ation

omponent
as part of

the spe i ation workow of the risk analysis pro ess. This step is not part of the original
CORAS pro ess as de omposition of assets is not required in

onventional risk analysis.

We augment the spe i ation of the interfa e intera tions with spe i ations of the
interfa e risk intera tions. Even if the
omponent requirements this of

omponent spe i ation is veried to rene the

ourse does not mean that the requirements to prote -

tion are fullled. In addition to spe ifying the ordinary
therefore also

omponent behaviour we must

hara terise its way of prote tion.

In the following se tions we go through the initial steps of the integrated approa h
to

omponent-based development and risk analysis in more detail. The presentation is

stru tured into four se tions (Se tions 4 through 7.1)
in a

orresponding to the early stages

omponent-based development pro ess.

We fo us our presentation on the points where the
risk analysis diers from the CORAS pro ess.
method we refer to the book

Model driven risk analysis. The CORAS approa h

et al. (2010) and for a presentation of the
we refer to the book

omponent-oriented approa h to

For a full presentation of the CORAS
by Lund

omponent-based system development pro ess

UML Components. A simple pro ess for spe ifying omponent-based
13
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Figure 7: Adapting CORAS into a

omponent-based risk analysis pro ess
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software

by Cheesman and Daniels.

4 Requirements
In this Se tion we explain how to perform the requirements to prote tion denition step
of the
a

omponent-based risk analysis method, based in the requirements denition. In

ordan e with the integrated pro ess des ribed in the previous se tion we rst give the

requirements denition (Se tion 4.1), and then present the requirements to prote tion
denition (Se tion 4.2). As shown in Figure 7, the requirements to prote tion denition
over the four introdu tory steps of the CORAS method whi h in ludes identifying assets
and establishing their required prote tion level.
tasks may be adapted to

In Se tion 4.2 we explain how these

omply with the prin iples of modularity and en apsulation of

omponent development. A summary of the adjustments is given in Table 6.

4.1 Requirements denition
The purpose of requirements denition is to des ribe what servi es the

omponent should

provide, allo ate responsibilities for the various servi es and to de ide upon the omponent
boundary (Cheesman and Daniels, 2001).

4.1.1 Use ases
Cheesman and Daniels employ use

ases to identify the a tors intera ting with the

ponent, and list those intera tions.

A use

om-

ase helps to dene the boundary of the

omponent. One a tor is always identied as the a tor who initiates the use

ase; the

other a tors, if any, are used by the system (and sometimes the initiating a tor) to meet
the initiator's goal (Cheesman and Daniels, 2001).
In the following we introdu e the
the presentation of the integrated
The

ase that will serve as a running example throughout

omponent development and risk analysis pro ess.

ase we present is inspired by a tutorial on developing a

(The Open Sour e Gateway initiative)  a standardised

hat servi e using OSGi

omputing environment for net-

worked servi es (Watson and Kriens, 2006). It is a  titious example, but nevertheless
represents a realisti

ase for

omponent development that is of pra ti al relevan e.

Example 1 (Use ases for the instant messaging omponent)
saging

omponent should allow users to intera t in

The instant mes-

hat sessions and ex hange media les

with buddies, organised in a peer-to-peer fashion, as illustrated in Figure 8. It should be
possible to deploy and run the servi e on smart phones; laptops et
dynami

Buddies use

Channel

interfa es to intera t with ea h other. A

user of an instant messaging

omponent

The UML use

Channels.

and

is one way. A

Channel

ase diagram in Figure 9 shows the a tors intera ting with the instant

User initiates the use ases User login, List buddies,
Send musi le. We assume the instant messaging omponent uses

omponent. The a tor

Send message

Channel

an re eive messages through her own

and send messages to buddies through their
messaging

etera running on a

omponent platform.
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Figure 8: Peer-to-peer instant messaging

Figure 9: Use
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ase diagram

an external servi e represented through the a tor

Remoting servi e,

overy of other servi es and registers the messaging servi e.

whi h handles dis-

In order to perform the

Send message and Send musi le use ases the instant messaging
Output hannel.
The a tor Input hannel initiates the use ases Re eive musi le and Re eive message.
To perform the a tions involved in the Re eive musi le and Re eive message use ases
the instant messaging omponent employs servi es provided by the a tors Media player
and Display, respe tively.
a tions involved in the

omponent employs an a tor

Cheesman and Daniels break use

ases down into steps and use those steps to identify

the system operations needed to full the system's responsibilities.
leave out the detailed use

For simpli ity we

ase des riptions here.
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4.1.2 Business on ept model
A business

on ept model is a

on eptual model of the business domain that needs to

be understood and agreed. Its main purpose is to

reate a

ommon vo abulary among

the business people involved in the proje t. Hen e, the business
in lude the informational

on ept model should

on epts that exist in the problem domain.

Example 2 (Business on ept model for the instant messaging omponent)
The business

on ept model is a

on eptual model of the information that exists in the

problem domain. Based in the Use
epts:

User, Buddy, Musi le

to depi t the various
the

on epts have

and

ase diagram we identify four main informational on-

Message.

We use a UML

ardinalities spe ifying the number of instan es of one element that

an be related to one instan e of the other.

The business

Figure 10: Business
tional

lass diagram (Figure 10)

on epts and the relations between them. The asso iations between

on epts of a single instant messaging

on ept model

omponent. A user of an instant messaging

omponent may send and re eive several messages and musi
dies. The asso iations between

User

on ept shows the informa-

les and have several bud-

and the other informational

on epts are therefore

one-to-many.

2

4.2 Requirements to prote tion denition
The purpose of the requirements to prote tion denition is to establish the a
of risk towards

epted level

omponent assets. An asset is something whi h is of value and that should

be prote ted from harm.
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Prior to establishing the a

epted level of risks towards assets, the CORAS method

requires that the following sub-tasks are

ondu ted: des ribing the target of analysis;

identifying stakeholders; and identifying and value assets.

As explained in Se tion 2.1

the stakeholders are the asset-owners, on whose behalf the risk analysis is

ondu ted.

The goal of des ribing the target of analysis is to dene the exa t boundaries of the
omponent that will be assessed. In

onventional risk analysis the target of analysis may

be a system, a part of a system or a system aspe t. In
identify the target of analysis as the

omponent or

omponent-based risk analysis we

omponent interfa e being analysed.

Due to the overall requirement that the risk analysis results must
same prin iples of modularity as the

omponent spe i ations, both

omply with the

omponents and their

asso iated risk attributes must be self- ontained. This means that we

annot have a spe -

i ation that requires knowledge about external a tors or stakeholders. In
based risk analysis we therefore identify assets on behalf of the

omponent or

omponentomponent

interfa e whi h is the target of analysis.
During the requirements to prote tion denition workow we identify system level
assets. After we have identied

omponent interfa es we must assign the system inter-

fa es to the interfa es they belong to and identify business level assets, that is, assets
belonging to business interfa es, if any su h exists. Sin e an interfa e seldom is a human
being, however, de isions regarding assets and their prote tion level must be done by the
omponent owner, or the development team in an understanding with the

omponent

owner.

4.2.1 Identify omponent assets
An asset may be physi al, su h as data handled by a
purely

on eptual, su h as for example the satisfa tion of the

refer to properties of data or of a servi e, su h as
the use

omponent interfa e. It may also be

ase diagrams and the business

omponent user or it may

ondentiality or availability. We use

on ept model in as input to identify

omponent

assets.

Example 3 (Assets of the instant messaging omponent) The result of the asset
identi ation is do umented in a CORAS asset diagram shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Asset identi ation
As already we identify assets at

omponent

itself. The business

omponent level on behalf of the

Instant messaging

on ept model in Figure 10 shows the type of information
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that exists in the problem domain. We use this to identify three informational assets of
value for the instant messaging
The use

omponent:

UserId, Message

ase diagram in Figure 9 shows several use

re eption of information. We identify
that the timely operation of these use

Availability

and

Media le.

ases involving the sending and

as an asset of the

omponent, implying

ases is a valuable feature that we wish to prote t.2

4.2.2 Establish the level of prote tion
The prote tion level for an asset is de ided by the requirements to prote tion.
requirements to prote tion denition should serve as input to the
spe i ation workow, where we
omponent spe i ation. If the

The

omponent prote tion

he k whether the requirements are fullled by the

omponent spe i ation does not full the requirements

to prote tion, it should be revised.

A risk is the potential of an in ident to o

The risk level of a risk is a fun tion of the likelihood of the in ident to o

ur.

ur and its

onsequen e (Lund et al., 2010).
Likelihood values are given as frequen ies or probabilities.
of harm to one or more

omponent assets, is a measure on the level of seriousness of an

in ident. Likelihood and

onsequen e s ales may be qualitative (e.g.,

Minor, Moderate, Major ),
an be mapped to
for example

Unlikely, Likely

and

or quantitative (e.g., 0.1, 0.8 and 100$). Qualitative values

on rete values. A

Minor

onsequen e with regard to availability may

orrespond to at most one minute delay in response time, while a

onsequen e may
A

Consequen e, in terms

Major

orrespond to a delay for more than one hour.

ommon way to represent a risk fun tion is by a

quen e values on the

oordinate system with

y -axis and likelihood values on the x-axis.

onse-

Ea h entry in the matrix

represents a risk value.

Example 4 (Likelihood s ale and risk fun tions) For the purpose of this example
we use the likelihood s ale
linguisti

Unlikely, Possible, Likely, Almost ertain

and

Certain.

term is mapped to an interval of probability values in Table 1.

onsequen e s ale
quantitative

Minor, Moderate, Major.

For the

Ea h

We use the

ase of simpli ity we do not provide

onsequen e values in this example.

Likelihood

Des ription

Unlikely

h0.00, 0.25]
h0.25, 0.50]
h0.50, 0.70]
h0.70, 0.99]
{1.00}

Possible
Likely
Almost

ertain

Certain

Table 1: Likelihood s ale for probabilities
Tables 2 to 5 dene the risk fun tions for the four assets.
values:

high

and

low,

We have only two risk

where the grey areas represent high and the white represents low.

The risk values de ide the requirements to prote tion: risks with a low risk value are
a

eptable, while risks with a high risk value are una

for example we do not a
and likelihood

Possible

ept risks towards the

or higher.

UserId

eptable and must be treated. So
asset with

onsequen e

Moderate
2
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Consequen e

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost

ertain

Certain

Minor
Moderate
Major
Table 2: Prote tion

riteria for

Consequen e

UserId

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost

ertain

Certain

Minor
Moderate
Major
Table 3: Prote tion

riteria for

Consequen e

Message

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost

ertain

Certain

Minor
Moderate
Major
Table 4: Prote tion

Availability

riteria for

Consequen e

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost

ertain

Certain

Minor
Moderate
Major
Table 5: Prote tion
Summary of

riteria for

Media le

omponent-based risk analysis: workow 1



Obje tive:



Input do umentation:

Establish the a

epted level of risk towards

The business

omponent assets.

on ept model and use

ases delivered from

the requirements denition.



Output do umentation:
asset; a



Asset diagrams, likelihood s ale and for ea h dire t

onsequen e s ale, risk fun tion and requirements to prote tion.

Adaptations to CORAS:
1. The target of analysis is the

omponent itself.

2. We identify assets on behalf of the

omponent.

Table 6: Requirements to prote tion denition
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5 Interfa es and their assets
In this Se tion we explain how to identify assets at the interfa e level, based on the
requirements to prote tion denition and the interfa e identi ation. In a
the integrated pro ess, we rst

ordan e with

ondu t interfa e identi ation (Se tion 5.1); thereafter

we identify the assets of ea h interfa e (Se tion 5.2).

As illustrated in Figure 7, the

interfa e asset identi ation step is not part of the original CORAS pro ess.

5.1 Interfa e identi ation
Interfa e identi ation is the rst stage of the spe i ation workow. It entails de omposing the

omponent into interfa es. Cheesman and Daniels (2001) distinguish between

two layers of a
provides a

omponent: the system layer and the business layer. The system layer

ess to the servi es of the

The business layer implements the
information managed by the

omponent. It a ts as a fa ade for the layer below.
ore business information and is responsible for the

omponent. The use

ase diagram from the requirements

workow guides the identi ation of system interfa es and the business

on ept model

guides the identi ation of business interfa es.

5.1.1 Identifying system interfa es and operations
A use

ase indi ates the types of operations that the

omponent should oer through

interfa es. Cheesman and Daniels (2001) propose to dene one system interfa e per use
ase. For ea h step in the use

ase des ription they

onsider whether there are system

responsibilities that need to be modelled. A system responsibility is represented by one
or more operations of the responsible system interfa e.

Example 5 (Instant messaging system interfa es)

As explained in Se tion 4 there

an initiate use ases: the a tor User initiates the
User login, List buddies, Send message and Send musi le and the a tor Input
hannel initiates the use ases Re eive musi le and Re eive message. For simpli ity we

are two types of external a tors that
use

ases

leave out the des riptions of steps involved in a use
let one use

ase

ase in this example and we mostly

orrespond to one operation.

We group the two operations orresponding to the use ases Re eive musi le and
Re eive message initiated by Input hannel into one interfa e Channel. The operations of
the interfa e Channel are invoked by other instant messaging omponents when a buddy
attempts to transfer messages or les.
With regard to the operations orresponding to use

ases initiated by

that sending messages, listing buddies and login are related to
together in one interfa e

musi le,

alled

Chat.

The operation

gets its own interfa e that we

all

User

we

onsider

hatting and group them

orresponding to the use

FileTransfer.

ase,

Send

Figure 12 shows the interfa e types, that is, the interfa e name and the list of
operations it provides.

Inspired by Cheesman and Daniels (2001) we use the stereo-

types ≪ interfa e type ≫, rather than applying the predened UML
≪ interfa e ≫, whi h is used for modelling the implementation level.
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modelling element

2

Figure 12: System interfa e types

5.1.2 Identifying business interfa es
In order to identify business interfa es, Cheesman and Daniels rene the business

on ept

model into a business type model. The purpose of the business type model is to formalise
the business

on ept model to dene the system's knowledge of the outside world.

Example 6 (Instant messaging business interfa es) For the purpose of the example, we assume that we have rened the business

on ept model into a business type model

providing the ne essary input. The only type of information that the instant messaging
omponent itself manages, is the user id. Hen e, we identify one business interfa e

User-

Mgr, shown in Figure 13. Other types of information are handled by external interfa es.
The UserMgr interfa e has an operation validate, for he king that the user information
is

orre t.

2

Figure 13: Business interfa e type

5.1.3 Interfa e dependen ies
It is also ne essary to identify existing interfa es that are part of the environment into
whi h the instant messaging

omponent will be deployed. In order to spe ify interfa e de-

penden ies we introdu e the stereotype

≪ interfa

e spe

resembles the predened UML modelling element

≪

≫.

The stereotype

≪ interfa

e spe

omponent ≫, but is used to model

the spe i ation rather than the implementation level. The interfa e dependen ies are
detailed further as part of the interfa e intera tion spe i ation.

Example 7 (Instant messaging dependen ies)

As already explained, the instant mes-

Channel, whi h may re eive messages and les
Channel interfa e is one way. In order to
implement the operations des ribed by the Send message and Send musi le use ases,
the instant messaging omponent employs the Channel interfa e of the buddy's instant

saging

omponent provides an interfa e

from other instant messaging servi es.

messaging

omponent, as illustrated in the use

Hen e, both the interfa es

nel

The

FileTransfer

to implement their operations.

and

ase diagram in Figure 9.

Chat

require an external interfa e

Chan-

We spe ify whi h interfa es an interfa e requires
22

≫

Figure 14: Interfa e dependen ies

through the use of so kets in Figure 14. The lollipop at the top of ea h interfa e symbolises the

onne tion point through whi h other interfa es may employ the servi es of the

Channel

interfa e. For example, the required interfa e
interfa e, is the

Channel

indi ated by the so ket of the

Chat

interfa e it requires in order to send messages to buddies. This

Channel of the instant messaging omponent.
Remoting servi e that the instant messaging omponent

is not the same as the provided interfa e
We also identied the a tor

employs to handle dis overy of other servi es and registering the messaging servi e, and
a tors

Display

and

MediaPlayer

that the instant messaging

omponent employs to imple-

Re eive message and Re eive musi le use ases,
Chat servi e requires an interfa e Remoting servi e for remoting
Channel interfa e requires interfa es MediaPlayer and Display in order

ment the operations des ribed by the
respe tively. Thus, the
servi es and the

to display messages or play musi

les re eived from buddies.

UserMgr that is responsible for managing
interfa e Chat to implement the operations of

In Se tion 5.1.2 we identied an interfa e
the user id. This interfa e is used by the
the

User login

use

ase.

2

5.2 Interfa e asset identi ation
In the previous se tion we de omposed the
is that we

omponent into interfa es. The point of this

an rene the interfa e spe i ation independently of ea h other, before they

are tted together during the

omponent spe i ation step. Su h a modular approa h

fa ilitates reuse and maintenan e of sub- omponents and interfa es. For the same reason
we want to identify and analyse risks at the interfa e level and then
risks into a risk pi ture for the

omponent as a whole during the

ombine the interfa e
omponent prote tion

spe i ation step. In order to be able to analyse risks at the interfa e level we must de ide
for ea h
our

omponent asset whi h of the

on eptual model of

omponent interfa es it belongs to. A

omponent-based risk analysis in Figure 5 the set of

ording to
omponent

assets is the union of the assets of its interfa es.
We use the interfa e spe i ations to guide the pro ess of assigning assets to interfa es.
As already explained assets may be physi al, su h as data handled by a
interfa e, or properties of data or of a servi e, su h as

omponent

ondentiality or availability. We

use the rule of thumb that assets referring to data are assigned to the interfa es handling
the data. Assets referring to properties of data or servi es are assigned to the interfa es
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handling the data or

ontributing to the servi es for whi h the properties are relevant.

In order to evaluate risks at the
ompute the harm towards

omponent level, the risk analyst must de ide how to

omponent assets from harm towards its

onstituent assets.

Example 8 (Assets of the instant messaging interfa es) During the requirements
workow we identied assets on behalf of the instant messaging omponent. In Se tion 5.1
we de omposed the instant messaging
and

Channel

and

omponent into four interfa es:

UserMgr.

FileTransfer, Chat

UserId refers to the informational
ontent of the user ID whi h is handled both by the Chat and the UserMgr interfa es.
We therefore de ompose this asset into two: Chat UserId whi h we assign to the Chat
interfa e, and UserMgr UserId whi h we assign to the UserMgr interfa e.
The asset
Figures 15 to 17 show the interfa e assets. The asset

Figure 15: Asset identi ation for the

Figure 16: Asset identi ation for the

Chat

FileTransfer

and

interfa e

UserMgr

interfa es

Message refers to messages sent from a user to a buddy. This task is in luded in the
Send message use ase, whi h we assigned to the Chat interfa e. Hen e, we assign the
asset Message to the Chat interfa e. The asset Media le refers to media les sent from

Figure 17: Asset identi ation for the
a buddy to a user.

This task is in luded in the
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interfa e

Re eive musi le use
the Media le asset to

Channel interfa e and we assign
Availability refers to the time the instant messaging

assigned to the
The asset

Channel

ase, whi h we
that interfa e.

omponent uses to respond

to operation alls. Availability is of relevan e to all three system interfa es (FileTransfer, Chat, Channel ). We therefore de ompose this asset into three assets: FileTransfer
Availability, Chat Availability and Channel Availability and assign one to ea h system
interfa e.
As mentioned earlier we must de ide how to
assets from harm towards its

ompute the harm towards

omponent

onstituent assets. For example an in ident harming any

Chat UserId or UserMgr UserId will
omponent asset UserId, sin e this is the union

of the interfa e assets

onstitute an in ident with

regard to the

of the two interfa e assets.

For simpli ity, in this example, we have de ided that harm towards an interfa e asset
onstitute the same level of harm towards the

orresponding

omponent asset. Hen e,

Chat UserId and User Mgr UserId are the same as the
UserID and the risk prote tion matri es for the FileTransfer Availability,
Chat Availability and Channel Availability assets are the same as the Availability risk
the risk prote tion matri es for

one dened for

prote tion matrix.

Summary of

2

omponent-based risk analysis: workow 2, step 1



Obje tive:



Input do umentation:

Assign assets to interfa es.
The asset diagrams from the requirements to prote tion

workow and the interfa e spe i ation diagrams from the interfa e identi ation
step in the spe i ation workow.



Output do umentation:



Adaptations to CORAS: This step is not part of the original CORAS pro

Interfa e asset diagrams.
ess.

Table 7: Interfa e asset identi ation

6 Intera tions
In this Se tion we explain how to spe ify the interfa e risk intera tions, based on the
spe i ation of the interfa e intera tions.

In a

ordan e with the integrated pro ess

des ribed in Se tion 3 we rst des ribe the normal intera tions (Se tion 6.1), and then
the risk intera tions (Se tion 6.2).

The normal intera tions des ribe how ea h of the

interfa es identied in the previous se tion use other interfa es in order to implement
their operations. The risk intera tions
used in order to

apture how the normal intera tions

ause in idents that harm the identied interfa e assets.

an be misIn order to

spe ify risk intera tions we rst identify and estimate risk using threat diagrams. These
steps are part of the original CORAS pro ess, but should follow
in order to

ertain

omply with the prin iples of modularity and en apsulation of

onventions
omponent

development. The integration of risk behaviour as part of the interfa e spe i ation is
not part of the original CORAS method.
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6.1 Interfa e intera tions
Cheesman and Daniels (2001) use UML 1.3
intera tions between

ollaboration diagrams to spe ify the desired

omponent obje ts. UML 1.3

ommuni ation diagrams in UML 2.0. A UML 1.3
one parti ular
obje ts.
of

A

ollaboration diagrams

orrespond to

ollaboration diagram

an fo us on

omponent obje t and show how it uses the interfa es of other

ording to Cheesman and Daniels sequen e diagrams

ollaboration diagrams.

They prefer

omponent

an be used instead

ollaboration diagrams be ause they show the

relationship between diagrams.
We use sequen e diagrams in STAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004)
to spe ify interfa e intera tions. STAIRS is a formalisation of the main

on epts in UML

2.0 sequen e diagrams. A sequen e diagram shows messages passed between two or more
roles (interfa es in our

ase), arranged in time sequen e.

An interfa e is shown as a

lifeline, that is, a verti al line that represents the interfa e throughout the intera tion. A
message

an also

ome from or go to the environment (that is, outside the diagram). The

entry and exit points for messages

oming from or going to the environment are

alled

gates (Rumbaugh et al., 2005). The sequen e diagram in Figure 18 spe ies a s enario

Chat interfa e onsumes a message send(id,msg)
re eive(msg) to a Channel interfa e.

in whi h the
message

and then transmits the

Figure 18: Example of a sequen e diagram
In addition to dening semanti s for existing UML operators, STAIRS also introdu es
a new

hoi e operator

alled

xalt.

This operator is introdu ed to allow a distin tion be-

tween inherent nondeterminism (also

alled mandatory behaviour) and underspe i ation

in terms of potential behaviour where only one alternative need to be present in a nal
implementation. For des ribing potential behaviour, the
used, while a

xalt

is used to

ommon UML

alt

operator is

apture mandatory behaviour and distinguish this from po-

tential behaviour. (Runde, 2007; Refsdal, 2008). Formally, the operands of a

xalt

result

in distin t intera tion obligations in order to model the situation that they must all be
possible for an implementation.
The following example borrowed from Solhaug (2009) illustrates the dieren e between

alt

and

xalt:

A beverage ma hine should oer both

oee and tea, where

oered as ameri ano or espresso. If this is spe ied by (ameri ano
the ma hine must always oer the

hoi e between

by inherent nondeterminism. A ma hine that

alt

oee

espresso)

an be

xalt

tea,

oee and tea sin e it is represented

an only serve espresso if

oee is

hosen

fulls the spe i ation sin e this alternative is represented by underspe i ation.
Probabilisti
ti

STAIRS (pSTAIRS) is an extension of STAIRS for spe ifying probabilis-

requirements. pSTAIRS introdu es a generalisation of the

meant to des ribe the probabilisti

xalt operator, palt,

whi h is

hoi e between two or more alternative operands whose
26

joint probability should add up to one.
sive probabilisti

For the purpose of spe ifying mutually ex lu-

alternatives pSTAIRS also introdu es the operator

(2008) for a full des ription of probabilisti

expalt.

See Refsdal

STAIRS.

STAIRS uses denotational tra e semanti s in order to explain the meaning of a sequen e diagram. A tra e is a sequen e of events. There are two kinds of events: transmission and

onsumption of a message, where a message is a triple

a transmitter and a

ure 18 are all positive tra es
before the

onsisting of a signal,

onsumer. The set of tra es des ribed by a diagram like that in Figonsisting of events su h that the transmit event is ordered

orresponding re eive event, and events on the same lifeline are ordered from

the top downwards. Shortening ea h message to the rst letter of ea h signal, we thus
get that Figure 18 spe ies the tra e

h!s, ?s, !r, ?ri

where ? denotes

onsumption and !

denotes transmission of a message.
Formally we let

H

denote the set of all well-formed tra es over the set of events

A tra e is well-formed if, for ea h message, the send event is ordered before the
sponding

E.

orre-

onsumption event, and events on the same lifeline are ordered from the top.

intera tion obligation (p, n) is a lassi ation of all of the tra es in H into three
p, representing desired and a eptable behaviour, the negative tra es n, representing undesired or una eptable behaviour, and the in on lusive
tra es H \ (p, n). The in on lusive tra es result from the in ompleteness of intera tions,
An

ategories: the positive tra es

representing tra es that are not des ribed as positive or negative by the
a tion (Runde et al., 2006).

urrent inter-

The reason we operate with in on lusive tra es is that a

sequen e diagram normally gives a partial des ription of system behaviour.
possible to give a

It is also

omplete des ription of system behaviour. Then every tra e is either

positive or negative.
An intera tion obligation with a range of probabilities is

alled a

probability obligation,

p-obligation. Formally a p-obligation is a pair ((p, n), Q) of an intera tion obligation
(p, n) and a set of probabilities Q ⊆ [0, 1]. The assignment of a set of probabilities Q rather

or

than a single probability to ea h intera tion obligation

aptures underspe i ation with

respe t to probability, as the implementer is free to implement the p-obligation with any
of the probabilities in

{j, n}

Q

(Refsdal, 2008). The assignment of an interval of probabilities

(p, n), means that in any valid implementation the
H \ n should be at least j or equivalently, that the
probability of produ ing tra es in n should be at most 1−j . The probability of produ ing
tra es in H\n may be greater than n if p-obligations resulting from dierent probabilisti
to an intera tion obligation

probability of produ ing the tra es in

alternatives have overlapping sets of allowed tra es. The semanti s of a sequen e diagram

D

in pSTAIRS is a set of p-obligations.
We assume that interfa e intera tion is asyn hronous. This does not prevent us from

representing systems with syn hronous
ommuni ation

ommuni ation. It is well known that syn hronous

an be simulated in an asyn hronous

ommuni ation model and the other

way around (He et al., 1990).
Sin e we use sequen e diagrams to spe ify the operations of an individual interfa e,
we only in lude the lifelines of the interfa es that an interfa e employs to implement
an operation, that is, of the required interfa es.
the interfa e whose behaviour is spe ied

We adopt the

onvention that only

an transmit messages in a spe i ation of

interfa e operations. Any other lifelines in the spe i ation are required interfa es. This
orresponds to the

onventions Cheesman and Daniels apply for spe ifying individual
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omponents using UML 1.3

ollaboration diagrams.

Example 9 (Chat intera tions) The diagrams in Figures 19 and 20 spe
and

login

operations of the

invokes the

send

Chat

interfa e, respe tively. When a user wants to

Figure 19: The

send

operation of the

Chat

as parameters. The

Chat

ify the

operation of the

Chat

send

hat she

interfa e

interfa e with the ID of her buddy and message

interfa e then

alls the operation

re eive of a Channel

interfa e

with a mat hing buddy id, as illustrated in Figure 19.
When a user su

essfully logs on to her instant messaging

servi e is registered at a remoting servi e. Sin e the

Chat

omponent, her messaging

interfa e is a system interfa e

it does not store any user data itself. It uses the business interfa e

UserMgr

to validate

the user data, as illustrated in the sequen e diagram in Figure 20.

Figure 20: The
If the

Chat

login

operation of the

interfa e re eives the message

ok(id)

Chat

interfa e

it employs a Remoting servi e to

register the instant messaging servi e. If the login attempt fails, the instant messaging
servi e is not registered. We use a

xalt-operator

to spe ify that an implementation must

be able to perform both the alternatives where the login su

eeds and where it fails. Due

to the assumption that interfa e intera tion is asyn hronous, we
the

ok(id)

or

fail(id)

messages as alternative replies to the

we spe ify these as two separate invo ations of an
interfa e invoking the

validate

ok

and a

all

fail

annot simply spe ify

validate(id,pwd).

ok or fail operations will be the same as the one who

operation. Due to our

onvention that only the spe ied interfa e
28

Instead

operation. In reality the
onsumed the
an transmit

messages, however, the transmitter of the

ok

and

fail

messages are not in luded in the

sequen e diagram.

2

Example 10 (UserMgr intera tions)
tion. When it re eives the message

ok(id)

or the message

native may be

fail(id)

hosen is left unspe ied at this point. In the nal implementation we

would expe t the response
a

to a

UserMgr interfa e handles user informavalidate(id, pwd), it should either send the message
Chat interfa e. The onditions under whi h alterThe

ok(id)

if the password is

orre t and

fail(id)

otherwise. Su h

onstraint may be imposed through use of guards, but we have left guards out of the

example for the

ase of simpli ity. See Runde et al. (2006) for a dis ussion on the use of

guards in sequen e diagrams.

Figure 21: The
As explained above, we
to the

all

validate

annot simply spe ify the

validate(id,pwd),

Chat

UserMgr

UserMgr

ok(id) or fail(id) messages as replies

a tively invokes an

interfa e. In reality the interfa e whose

be the same as the one who invoked the

validate

ok

or

fail

FileTransfer

sendFile

or a

fail operation

operations are invoked will

2
ies the

interfa e. If a user wants to send a musi

Figure 22: The

ok

operation.

Example 11 (FileTransfer intera tions) Figure 22 spe
of the

interfa e

due to the assumption that interfa e intera tion is asyn-

hronous. Instead we spe ify that the
of a

operation of the

operation of the

sendFile

operation

le to one of her buddies

FileTransfer

interfa e

sendFile of the FileTransfer interfa e, with the buddy ID and the
musi le as parameters. The FileTransfer interfa e must all an operation re eiveFile of
a Channel interfa e with the required buddy id, in order to implement this operation. 2
she

alls the operation
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Example 12 (Channel intera tions)

re eive

and

re eiveFile

operations of the

The two diagrams in Figure 23 spe ify the

Channel

interfa e. When the operation to send

Figure 23: The re eive operations of the
a message is

alled the

Channel

interfa e

Channel

alls an operation of a

we assume is provided by the environment. When the operation
a musi

Channel

le as parameter, the

Channel

interfa e then either

Again, the

interfa e

xalt-operator

Display interfa e that
sendFile is alled with

he ks the format of the musi

alls an operation to play the musi

onditions under whi h alternative may be

We use the

interfa e

le. The

le or does nothing.

hosen is left unspe ied.

to spe ify that an implementation must be able to perform

both the alternatives where the format is found to be ok, and where it is not.

2

6.2 Interfa e risk intera tions
Risk is the likelihood that an in ident o
intera tions we need a probabilisti

urs. Hen e, in order to spe ify interfa e risk

understanding of interfa e behaviour. Before we

an

spe ify the risk intera tions, we need to identify interfa e risks. Risk identi ation is the
topi

of the following se tion.

6.2.1 Identify interfa e risks
Risk identi ation involves identifying in idents and measuring their likelihood and
sequen e values. An in ident is

aused by a threat exploiting

on-

omponent vulnerabilities.

Risk analysis therefore begins by identifying threats towards assets. In

onventional risk

analysis external threats are often in luded in the target of analysis.

Sin e we have a

omponent-based approa h, we have stated that the target of analysis is a

omponent or a

omponent interfa e. Sin e we do not know what type of platform the instant messaging
omponent will be deployed on, we do not know the level of threats it will be exposed to.
In order to fa ilitate modularity of risk analysis results we do ument risk analysis results in so

alled dependent threat diagrams. Dependent threat diagrams extend CORAS

threat diagrams (den Braber et al., 2007) with fa ilities for making assumptions of a risk
analysis expli it.
Dependent threat diagrams are inspired by assumption-guarantee reasoning, whi h
has been suggested as a means to fa ilitate modular system development (Jones, 1981;
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Misra and Chandy, 1981; Abadi and Lamport, 1995). Dependent threat diagrams transfer
the assumption-guarantee style to threat modelling, to support do umentation of environment assumptions. Environment assumptions are used in risk analysis to simplify the
analysis, to avoid having to

onsider risks of no pra ti al relevan e and to support reuse

and modularity of risk analysis results (Lund et al., 2010).
CORAS uses stru tured brainstorming inspired by HazOp (Redmill et al., 1999) to
identify and analyse threats towards assets. A stru tured brainstorming is a methodi al
walk-through of the target of analysis.

Experts on dierent aspe ts of the target of

analysis identify threats and exploitable vulnerabilities. The same method
for interfa es.

We use the use

an be used

ase diagram and the sequen e diagrams as input to

the stru tured brainstorming sessions.

We do ument the results in dependent threat

diagrams.
Threat diagrams (dependent or otherwise) des ribe how dierent threats exploit vulnerabilities to initiate threat s enarios and in idents, and whi h assets the in idents ae t.
The basi

building blo ks of threat diagrams are as follows: threats (deliberate, a

iden-

tal and non-human), vulnerabilities, threat s enarios, in idents and assets. A non-human
threat may for example be a
s enario is a

omputer virus, system failure or power failure. A threat

hain or series of events that is initiated by a threat and that may lead to

an in ident. Figure 24 presents the i ons representing the basi

Figure 24: Basi

building blo ks.

building blo ks of a CORAS threat diagram

A CORAS threat diagram onsists of a nite set of verti es and a nite set of relations
between them. The verti es
assets.

orrespond to the threats, threat s enarios, in idents, and

The relations are of three kinds:

initiate, leads-to, and impa ts.

An initiate

relation originates in a threat and terminates in a threat s enario or an in ident.

A

leads-to relation originates in a threat s enario or an in ident and terminates in a threat
s enario or an in ident. An impa ts relation represents harm to an asset. It originates in
an in ident and terminates in an asset.
Figure 25 shows an example of a threat diagram. From the diagram we see that a
ha ker sends a

rafted musi

le. Further, the diagram says that if a ha ker sends a

le, it may lead to the le being played, due to the vulnerability that no a
required of the re eiver of the
it, playing of the
rafted le. A

rafted le. Sin e playing the

rafted le means exe uting

rafted le may lead to re eption of mali ious

ording to the diagram, re eption of mali ious

le.
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rated

eptan e is

ode embedded in the

ode harms the asset

Media

Figure 25: Example threat diagram

A dependent CORAS diagram is similar to a basi

threat diagram, ex ept that the set

of verti es and relations is divided into two disjoint sets representing the assumptions and
the target. Figure 26 shows a dependent threat diagram. The only dieren e between a
dependent threat diagram and a normal threat diagram is the border line separating the
target from the assumptions about its environment. Everything inside the border line
belongs to the target; every relation rossing the border line, like the leads-to relation from

Send rafted le

to

Play rafted le,

also belongs to the target. Everything

ompletely

Send rafted le and the threat Ha ker
Play rafted le, belongs to the assumptions.

outside the border line, like the threat s enario
and the initiate relation from

Ha ker

to

Figure 26: Example dependent threat diagram

Example 13 (Identify
grams for the

Chat

Chat

risks).

Figures 27 and 28 show dependent threat dia-

interfa e assets. The use

ase

User login

involves an operation

login,

Figure 27: Threat s enario related to the login operation
that we assume a deliberate threat

Thief

may attempt without authorisation, by sending

a modied query, if the devi e that the instant messaging

omponent runs on is stolen.

We give the in idents short names to ease their referen e in subsequent risk overviews.
The in ident

tempt,

where

Modied query attempt is therefore
UI1 is the ID of the in ident.
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des ribed by

UI1: Modied query at-

The

Chat

interfa e uses a

UserMgr

to

he k if user data is

orre t. The

UserMgr

may

be implemented as an SQL (stru tured query language) data base or it may be intera ting
with an SQL database. If the
an modify or add queries by

UserMgr

is not prote ted against SQL inje tion an atta ker

rafting input. An example of a modied query is to write a

double hyphen (- -) instead of a password. Unless the

UserMgr

is programmed to handle

su h meta hara ters in a se ure manner, this has the ee t that the test for a mat hing
password is ina tivated and the modied query will be a
In the

ase that the modied query is a

epted by the sub-system handling user infor-

Thief, resulting in the in ident Unauthorised
login. Sin e the Chat interfa e uses the UserMgr interfa e to implement the login operation, as spe ied in Figure 20, the in ident Unauthorised login depends on how the
provider of the UserMgr interfa e handles modied queries.
mation, the

Chat

epted.

interfa e will register the

Figure 28: Threat s enario related to the send operation

Impersonator an a t as a buddy leading to the
Message is sent to impersonator, due to the vulnerability No authenti a-

We assume that a deliberate threat
threat s enario

tion,

as do umented in the diagram in Figure 28.

Example 14 (Identify UserMgr risks).

2

In Figure 29 we do ument threat s enarios,

in idents and vulnerabilities related to the operations of the

UserMgr

interfa e. Re all

that a business interfa e is responsible for managing the information handled by the
system. Sin e the

UserMgr

interfa e is a business interfa e it only intera ts with system

Figure 29: Threat s enario related to the validate operation
interfa es. The in idents towards the asset of the

UserMgr

interfa e therefore depends on

results from risk analyses of intera ting interfa es and we use a dependent threat diagram
to state assumptions about the environment of the

UserMgr.

The dependent diagrams of Figure 27 and 29 illustrate that assumptions in one diagram

an be part of the target in another diagram, and vi e versa.

Modied query su essful,

The assumption

for example, is in Figure 27 an assumption about an in ident

ae ting an intera ting interfa e. In Figure 29 the same in ident is part of the target.
The

UserMgr

interfa e makes the assumption

the target in Figure 27.
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Modied query attempt

whi h is part of

Modied query attempt in the environment,
UI3: Modied query su essful due to the vulnerability No
meta har handling. This vulnerability refers to that the UserMgr interfa e is not spe ied
to he k the arguments to the validate operation for meta hara ters, that is, spe ial
hara ters with a spe i meaning in an SQL database, su h as hyphens. The UserMgr
From the diagram we see that the in ident

may lead to the in ident

interfa e is therefore vulnerable to so

alled modied queries.

Example 15 (Identify Channel risks)
the

Re eive musi le

buddy

and

2

In Se tion 5 we assigned responsibilities for

Re eive message

use

ases to an interfa e

an use for sending messages or les to a user.

Channel

that a

We assume a deliberate threat

Figure 30: Threat s enario related to the re eiveFile operation

Ha ker

may exploit the operations des ribed by the

sending a

rafted musi

use

ase, by

le designed to exploit possible buer overow vulnerabilities

in a media player. When the operation
an operation from a

Re eive musi le

MediaPlayer

re eiveFile

is

alled, the

interfa e to play the musi

Channel

interfa e

alls

le, without prompting the

A ept not required in Figure 30. This vulnerability
enario Send rafted le, leading to the threat s enario

user. This vulnerability is denoted
may be exploited by the threat s

Play rafted le.

Exploiting a buer overow is about lling a buer with more data than

it is designed for. In this way a pointer address may be overwritten, thus dire ting the
devi e to an un ontrolled program address

Play rafted le
Media le.

s enario
asset

ontaining mali ious

may lead to the in ident

ode. Thus, the threat

Re eive mali ious ode

harming the

The possibility of a buer overow is a known vulnerability of older versions of
Winamp ( ve, 2005).

Buer overow exploits for other media formats have also been

identied in various media players, in luding Windows Media Player, RealPlayer, Apple
Qui ktime, iTunes and more (Mannan and van Oors hot, 2004; Sans, 2005). Even though
vendors release se urity pat hes when vulnerabilities are dis overed, a devi e with a media player whi h does not make regular use of these pat hes will still be vulnerable. New
vulnerabilities are also frequently dis overed, even if old ones are pat hed.

Channel Availability as an asset of the Channel
asset Channel Availability refers to the time the Channel interfa e uses to

In Se tion 5.2 we also identied
interfa e. The

respond to operation
may lead to in idents

atta k.

alls. We have identied and do umented two threat s enarios that
ausing harm to the

Availability

asset:

Spimming

and

Flooding

The threat s enarios are do umented in Figure 31.

Spimming, or spam over instant messaging is an in reasing problem for instant messaging on xed devi es and it is reasonable to assume that this problem will spread to
mobile devi es. Mobile instant messaging is also vulnerable to denial of servi e atta ks,
su h as ooding, where a user re eives a large number of messages.
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2

Figure 31: Threat s enarios related to the re eive operation

6.2.2 Estimate likelihoods
After having

ompleted the identi ation and do umentation of threat s enarios, in i-

dents and vulnerabilities, we are ready to estimate the risks. A risk is the likelihood of
an in ident and its

onsequen e for an asset. Risk estimation is to estimate the risk level

of the identied in idents. The obje tive is to determine the severity of the risks whi h
allows us to subsequently prioritise and evaluate the risks, as well as determining whi h
of the risks should be evaluated for possible treatment.
For this task we use dependent threat diagrams dened earlier as input and estimate
risk levels by estimating likelihood and
CORAS the risk estimation is

onsequen e values of the identied in idents. In

ondu ted as a stru tured brainstorming session involv-

ing personnel with various ba kgrounds. The result of risk estimation is do umented by
annotating dependent threat diagrams with likelihood and

onsequen e values. Threat

s enarios, in idents, initiate relations and leads-to relations may be annotated with likelihoods. Only impa ts relations are annotated with

onsequen e values.

Figure 32 shows the same threat diagram as in Figure 25 annotated with likelihood
and

onsequen e values.

Figure 32: Example threat diagram annotated with likelihood and

onsequen e values

The analyst team has estimated that the likelihood of a ha ker sending a
lies within the interval that is mapped to

Possible

in Table 1.

This is do umented in

the diagram by annotating the initiate relation from the deliberate threat
threat s enario
that in the

Send rafted le

with this likelihood value.

ase that a ha ker sends a

for this leading to the

rafted musi

rafted le

Ha ker

to the

Further, the diagram says

rafted le, there is a small likelihood (Unlikely )

le being played.

If a diagram is in omplete in the sense that it does not do ument all the ways in whi h
a threat s enario or in ident may happen, we

an dedu e only the lower bounds of the

likelihoods. For the purpose of the example we assume that the diagrams are

omplete

in the sense that no other threats, threat s enarios, or unwanted in idents than the ones
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expli itly shown lead to any of the threat s enarios or to the unwanted in ident in the
diagrams. Based on the assumption that the diagram is

omplete we

likelihood of this s enario by multiplying the intervals mapping to

an

Possible

al ulate the
and

Unlikely

as illustrated in Table 8.

Sour e s enario Leads-to

Target s enario

h0.25, 0.50]

h0.25 × 0.00, 0.50 × 0.25] = h0.00, 0.13]

h0.00, 0.25]

Table 8: Example of how one may

Sin e playing the

al ulate likelihood values

rafted le means exe uting it, it is

re eption of mali ious ode embedded in the

al ulate the likelihood value

Unlikely, using the same pro edure as that
used to al ulate the likelihood of the threat s enario Play rafted le. The onsequen e
of the in ident Re eive mali ious ode with regard to the asset Media le is onsidered
to be Moderate.
for the in ident

In

Re eive mali ious ode

ertain that this will lead to

rafted le. We

to be

omponent-based risk analysis we must take into a

ount that the likelihood of a

threat may dier depending on the environment in whi h a
and M Graw, 2004).

omponent exists (Verdon

The probability of a risk depends both on the probability of a

threat initiating a threat s enario, and the probability that a threat s enario leads to
an in ident. The latter probability gives a measure on the degree of vulnerability of a
omponent towards a threat. At the
the

omponent or interfa e level, we

an only know how

omponent will rea t given an atta k and we may estimate the likelihood of a threat

s enario leading to a new threat s enario or an in ident, that is, the likelihood of leadsto relations.

In order to estimate the likelihood that an atta k is su

onsider vulnerabilities and the ee tiveness of

essful we must

ontrol me hanisms if any su h exists.

We annotate the leads-to relations with likelihood values indi ating the ee tiveness of
ontrol me hanisms.

Example 16 (Likelihood estimation for

Chat

risks)

Figures 33 to 34 show the

dependent threat diagrams from Example 13 annotated with

onditional likelihoods.

Figure 33: Likelihood estimation for login related threats
We do not know the likelihood of theft, sin e that depends on the type of platform the
instant messaging

omponent exists on. The likelihood of theft is probably higher for a

portable devi e like a

ell phone, than on a personal
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omputer. We therefore parameterise

the

onditional likelihood of the initiate relation from the deliberate threat

the threat s enario

Thief attempts modied query

Thief

to

in the assumption. The possibility to

generalise assumptions through parameterisation fa ilitates reuse and thereby modularity
of analysis results.

UserMgr
Thief attempts modied query

A login attempt is simply passed on to the
from the threat s enario

attempt

is therefore annotated with

interfa e. The leads-to relation
to the in ident

onditional likelihood

Certain.

Modied query

This means that the

probability of the latter given the former is 1.0, as dened in Table 1.
As already mentioned, if a diagram is in omplete, we

an dedu e only the lower

bounds of the likelihood values on threat s enarios and in idents. For the purpose of the
example we assume that the diagrams are

omplete in the sense that no other threats,

threat s enarios or in idents than the ones expli itly shown lead to any of the threat
s enarios or the in ident in the diagrams.

We

an therefore obtain the likelihood of

Modied query attempt by multiplying the likelihood of the threat
s enario Thief attempts modied query with the onditional likelihood on the leads-to
relation leading from Thief attempts modied query to Modied query attempt. Hen e
the likelihood of the in ident Modied query attempt is the same as the likelihood of the
threat s enario leading to it, namely X .
By assumption the probability of the in ident Unauthorised login depends only on
the probability of the in ident Modied query su essful in the environment. We assume
that if a modied query is su essful with probability Y this will lead to an unauthorised
login with probability Certain. Hen e the probability of the in ident Unauthorised login
is Y .
the threat s enario

Figure 34: Likelihood estimation for sending of messages to impersonator
Sin e there is no authenti ation of buddies we estimate the likelihood of the threat

Impersonator poses as buddy
impersonator to be Certain.
s enario

leading to the threat s enario

Example 17 (Likelihood estimation for UserMgr risks)

pendent threat diagram from Figure 29 annotated with

Figure 35: Likelihood estimation for su
At this point the
in modied queries.

UserMgr

Message is sent to
2

Figure 35 shows the de-

onditional likelihoods.

essful modied query

interfa e is not spe ied to handle meta hara ters used

That is, the interfa e is not spe ied to lter input for spe ial
37

hara ters.

As explained in Example 14 this may be exploited by a mali ious user to

raft a request in a spe i

way.

We estimate it to be a fair

han e that a modied

query will ina tivate the test for password. However, we estimate that there is a slight
possibility that a modied query will be reje ted by the regular password
estimate the likelihood of the in ident

Modied query su essful
query is Likely × X .

to be

Likely.

Modied query attempt

he k.

We

leading to the in ident

That is, the probability of a su

essful modied

2

Example 18 (Likelihood estimation for Channel risks)

Figures 36 and 37 show

the dependent threat diagrams from Example 15 annotated with likelihood values.

Figure 36: Likelihood estimation for re eption of mali ious

ode

As explained in Example 10 we have left unspe ied at this point how the
validity of le names is performed. Even if a
is a possibility that a le is

he k for

he k of the le name is implemented, there

rafted in a manner that may go undete ted. We estimate

Send rafted le in Figure 36 leading to the threat
Unlikely. We assume that similar al ulations have been

the likelihood of the threat s enario
s enario

Play rafted le

to be

done for the other threat s enarios in the dependent threat diagram in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Likelihood estimation for spimming and ooding

6.2.3 Estimate onsequen es
The next step is to assign
are taken from the asset's

onsequen e values to in idents.

The

onsequen e values

onsequen e s ale that is dened during the requirements to

prote tion workow. In CORAS the

onsequen e of an in ident with regard to a spe i

asset is de ided by the asset stakeholder.

As explained in Se tion 4.2, in

based risk analysis we identify assets on behalf of the

omponent or

omponent-

omponent interfa e

whi h is the target of analysis. De isions regarding assets and their prote tion level must
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therefore be done by the
with the

omponent owner, or the development team in an understanding

omponent owner.

Example 19 (Consequen e estimation) Figures 38 and 39 show the dependent threat
diagrams from Example 16 annotated with

onsequen e values.

Figure 38: Consequen e estimation for login related threats
We have assigned the
in ident

Major

Minor to the impa ts relation from the
Chat UserId, and the onsequen e value
ident Unauthorised login to the same asset.

onsequen e value

Modied query attempt,

to the asset

to the impa ts relation from the in

The rationale for this is that a modied query in itself is not so serious with regard to

Chat UserID, whereas an unauthorised login implies that
Chat UserId is orrupted whi h is a major in ident for this asset.
the asset

the integrity of the

Figure 39: Consequen e estimation for sending of messages to impersonator

Message is sent to impersonator is onsidered to be in
with regard to the asset Message and the impa ts relation from this in ident
the onsequen e value Moderate. In a full risk analysis the exa t meaning of

The severity of the in ident
the middle
is assigned
the

onsequen e values may be explained by mapping ea h linguisti

term to

on rete

values.
Figure 40 shows the dependent threat diagram from Figure 35 annotated with

onse-

quen e values.
Figures 41 and 42 show the dependent threat diagrams from Example 18 annotated
with

onsequen e values.

2

6.2.4 Spe ifying risk intera tions
During the interfa e risk intera tion of the spe i ation workow, we identied risks related to ea h of the operations spe ied in the sequen e diagrams in Se tion 6.1. The
39

Figure 40: Consequen e estimation for modied query su

Figure 41: Consequen e estimation for re eption of mali ious

ess

ode

Figure 42: Consequen e estimation for spimming and ooding
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identied risks were do umented in dependent threat diagrams. We are, however, not
nished with do umenting risks, as we want to spe ify
an integrated part of the

omponent and interfa e risks as

omponent spe i ation, using the same type of spe i ation

te hniques. The motivation for this is that we want to be able to update our knowledge
about the risk behaviour when a

omponent-based system is upgraded with a new

om-

ponent. We therefore spe ify the details of the threat diagrams using sequen e diagrams
in STAIRS, just as we did for the use

ases in Se tion 6.1.

We use the dependent threat diagrams from the interfa e risk intera tion task des ribed in Se tion 6.2.3, together with the sequen e diagrams spe ifying interfa e intera tions, as input to spe ifying the interfa e risk intera tions.
The risk intera tions

apture how the normal intera tions

an be mis-used in order to

ause in idents that harm the interfa e assets. This implies that in idents are events that
are allowed within the spe ied behaviour but not ne essarily intended. Hen e, the only
thing that

an be added in the spe i ation of risk intera tions are alternative behaviours

where the arguments of the operations dier from the intended ones.
A leads-to relation from a diagram element
threat diagram, means that
relation going from
given that

v2 .

v1

v1

has o

to

v2

v1

may lead to

v2 .

it means that the

v1

to another diagram element

v2

in a

If we assign the probability 0.5 to the
onditional likelihood that

urred is 0.5. That is, there is a 0.5 probability that

This implies that there is also a 0.5 probability that

v1

not

will

lead to

v2

will o

ur

v1 will lead to
v2 . In a threat

diagram we do not in lude the alternative behaviour that does not represent threats or
in idents, as they are not relevant for do umenting risks. For example in the dependent

UserMgr interfa e we assigned
the likelihood Likely on the leads-to relation from the in ident Modied query attempt
to the in ident Modied query su essful. The likelihood value Likely is mapped to the
interval h0.50, 0.70] in the likelihood s ale in Table 1. This means that the onditional
likelihood of Modied query attempt not leading to the in ident Modied query su essful
should be in the interval [0.30, 0.50].
threat diagram des ribing the threat s enario related to the

When we use a probabilisti

sequen e diagram to explain the details of a threat

diagram, the alternative behaviour that does not represent threats or in idents is also
in luded. The alternatives that a parti ular event happens or not happens are mutually

expalt

ex lusive. We use the

operator of probabilisti

mutually ex lusive probabilisti
of all operands of a

palt

hoi e in a sequen e diagram.

expalt

or an

Sin e the probabilities

must add up to one (Refsdal, 2008), we must

in lude both the alternative that the events

su essful

STAIRS (Refsdal, 2008) to spe ify

orresponding to the in ident

happen, and that they do not happen. This ase is illustrated in Example 21. In

general, ea h leads-to relation to an element

v , in a dependent

threat diagram, whi h has

a probability or interval of probabilities lower than 1, is des ribed by one
in the

orresponding sequen e diagram. The rst operand of the

alternative where
not o

Modied query

v

o

expalt

expalt

operator

represents the

urs and the other operand represents the alternative where

v

does

ur.

If we have assigned the probability 1.0 to a relation going from a diagram element

v1

to another element

o

urred, the probability that

use the

expalt operator

v2

it implies that

v2

v1

always leads to

v2 .

Hen e, given that

does not happen is zero. In this

v1

has

ase we do not need to

when spe ifying the risk intera tions in a sequen e diagram. This

ase is illustrated in Example 20.
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The

urrent version of STAIRS has no fa ilities for do umenting assumptions about

the environment. Furthermore, the formal semanti s of STAIRS as dened by Haugen
and Stølen (2003) and Haugen et al. (2004) does not in lude
vulnerabilities, in idents or harm to assets.

onstru ts for representing

This means that some of the information

do umented in the dependent threat diagrams will be lost when we interpret the risk
intera tions in sequen e diagrams. In order to obtain the

omplete risk analysis do u-

mentation we therefore need both the threat diagrams that do ument the

onsequen es of

in idents, and the sequen e diagrams, that relate risk behaviour to the overall interfa e
behaviour.

In order to provide a fully integrated risk analysis and interfa e spe i a-

tion we need a denotational tra e-semanti s that

aptures risk relevant aspe ts su h as

assets and in idents formally. For an approa h to represent risk behaviour in a denotational tra e semanti s see Brændeland and Stølen (2006, 2007). Furthermore, we need
to map synta ti al spe i ations using sequen e diagrams to a formal semanti s for risk
behaviour. This is a task for future work.

Example 20 (Chat risk intera tions)

The two sequen e diagrams in Figure 43 il-

lustrate the relation between normal intera tions and risk intera tions.
diagram to the left spe ies the normal behaviour related to the

Chat

login

The sequen e

operation of the

interfa e.

Figure 43: Normal intera tion versus risk intera tion of the

Chat

interfa e

The sequen e diagram to the right spe ies the risk intera tions related to the
operation. A
the

Chat

ording to the dependent threat diagram in Figure 38 the

login

login operation of

interfa e an be exploited to perform a modied query, that is, a spe ially rafted

query aiming to ina tivate the password validity

he k. One example of a modied query

is to write a double hyphen (- -) instead of a password. This s enario is spe ied in the
lower operand of the
only things that

xalt in the sequen

e diagram in Figure 43. As already explained, the

an be added when spe ifying risk intera tions are alternative behaviours

where the arguments of the operations dier from the intended ones.

UserMgr interfa e.
We therefore estimated the likelihood of the threat s enario Thief attempts modied query
leading to the in ident Modied query attempt to be Certain, orresponding to 1.0. This
A login attempt to the

means that in this

Chat

interfa e is simply passed on to the

ase the atta k will always be su

42

essful in the sense that it will lead

to the in ident
from the

Chat

Modied query attempt. The transmission of the message validate(id,- -)
UserMgr interfa e, orresponds to this in ident.

interfa e to the

The other threat s enarios, in idents and relations do umented in Figures 38 and 39
an be formalised in a similar fashion.

2

Example 21 (UserMgr risk intera tions)

Figure 44 shows the details of the target

s enario in the dependent threat diagram for the

UserMgr

Figure 44: Modied query to the
We estimated the likelihood of the in ident
in ident

Modied query su essful

The rst operand of the

to be

Likely,

interfa e in Figure 40.

UserMgr

interfa e

Modied query attempt

leading to the

orresponding to the interval

expalt operator represents

the

ase that

h0.50, 0.70].

onstitutes the threat

Modied query su essful in Figure 29 orresponds to the transmission of the message ok(id) in the sequen e
diagram in Figure 44. The rst probability set h0.50, 0.7] belongs to this alternative, whi h
means that this alternative should take pla e with a probability of at most 0.7. In a prob-

s enario: that a modied query attempt is su

abilisti

sequen e diagram we

essful. The in ident

an only assign probability values to whole s enarios, not

single events. The probability interval

h0.50, 0.7] refers to the probability set of the tra

es

that the rst operand gives rise to.
The se ond operand represents the alternative where the modied query fails. The
se ond probability set

[0.3, 0.50]

belongs to this alternative, whi h means that the prob-

0.3 and at most 0.50.
h0.50, 0.7] in Figure 44 does not tell the whole story with
in ident Modied query su essful. The total probability

ability of an atta k not happening is at least
Note that the probability set
regard to the probability of the

depends on the probability of an atta k, of whi h this diagram says nothing.
The sequen e diagram in Figure 45 shows an example of a

omplete risk intera tion

that in ludes both the external threat and the ae ted interfa es of the instant messaging
omponent.
Assuming the probability of a modied query attempt from the thief to be in the
interval

[0, 0.4],

we use the information from the risk intera tion diagrams in Figure 43

and Figure 44 to

Chat

interfa e,

onstru t the

UserMgr

ombined risk intera tion diagram for the

interfa e and the

Remoting

43

Thief,

the

interfa e. The rst two operands

Figure 45: Thief attempts modied query

of the

expalt

operator, together represent the

ase where the thief attempts a modied

query. In the rst operand the attempted modied query is su
registered.

The probability interval

h0, 0.28]

essful and the thief is

refers to the probability set of the tra es

orresponding to this s enario. This interval is obtained by multiplying the probability
interval for the modied query attempt with the probability interval for the alternative
where the modied query is su

expalt

in Figure 44:

essful,

orresponding to the upper operand in of the

[0, 0.4] ∗ h0.5, 0.7] = h0 ∗ 0.50, 0.4 ∗ 0.7] = h0, 0.28]

The se ond operand represents the

ase where the attempted modied query fails, and

fail(id) is sent to the Chat interfa e. This s enario is assigned the probability
h0, 0.2], obtained by multiplying the probability interval for the modied query

the message
interval

attempt with the probability interval for the alternative where the modied query fails,
orresponding to the lower operand in of the
The third operand represents the
query.

expalt

in Figure 44.

ase where the thief does not attempt a modied

For our purpose it is not important to know what the thief does, if she does

not attempt a modied query.
message

otherwise,

This alternative is therefore represented by the generi

sent from the thief to itself.

Example 22 (Channel risk intera tions)

2

The sequen e diagram in Figure 46 spe i-

es the sequen e of events involved in the target in Figure 41.
The tra es obtained by the rst operand of the
onstitutes the threat s enario: that a

expalt operator represent

rafted musi

le is sent to the

the

ase that

MediaPlayer

inter-

Re eive mali ious ode in Figure 41 orresponds to the transmission
play(vls.mp3) in the sequen e diagram in Figure 46. Sin e the Channel

fa e. The in ident
of the message

interfa e is spe ied to
alternative to be only

he k validity of le names, we estimated the probability of this

Unlikely.

The se ond operand represents the

fails, that is, where the le is dis arded.

ase where the atta k

2

44

Figure 46: The

Summary of



interfa e re eives a

rafted mp3 le

omponent-based risk analysis: workow 2, step 2

Obje tive:
hood and



Channel

Identify interfa e risks and determine their severity in terms of likeli-

onsequen e.

Input do umentation:
the likelihood s ale and

The use

ase diagrams from the requirements workow,

onsequen e s ale from the requirements to prote tion work-

ow and the interfa e asset diagrams and initial sequen e diagrams, showing normal
intera tions, from the spe i ation workow.



Output do umentation:

Dependent threat diagrams do umenting interfa e risks

and sequen e diagrams spe ifying both normal intera tions and risk intera tions.



Adaptations to CORAS: The spe

i ation of risk intera tions in sequen e dia-

grams is not part of the original CORAS method.
Table 9: Interfa e risk intera tion
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7 Spe i ation
In this Se tion we explain how to he k whether the requirements dened in Se tion 4, are
met by the

omponent spe i ation. In a

des ribe how the interfa es

ordan e with the integrated pro ess, we rst

an be tted together into a

omponent providing the required

fun tional behaviour (Se tion 7.1), and then explain how to
analysis results to
analysis

he k

ombine the interfa e risk

omplian e with the prote tion requirements (Se tion 7.2). Risk

omposition is not part of the original CORAS pro ess.

7.1 Component spe i ation
Component spe i ation is the nal stage of the spe i ation workow. During this stage
we des ribe how the interfa es

an be tted together into a

omponent that renes the

original requirements.
Renement refers to a development step from an abstra t spe i ation to a more
rete spe i ation. Within formal methods the

on-

orre tness of a development step is veri-

able in a formally dened semanti s. We use UML use
that have no formal semanti s, to spe ify the

ase diagrams and

omponent requirements.

lass diagrams,
Rather than

following a formal renement step we therefore use the diagrams from the requirements
workow to
the use

guide

the spe i ation of the interfa es and their operations. The details of

ases for ea h interfa e, are

aptured using sequen e diagrams in STAIRS (Hau-

gen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004), for whi h we have a formal semanti s. In this
se tion we use STAIRS sequen e diagrams to spe ify

omponent behaviour that involve

intera tions between interfa es.
A sequen e diagram spe ifying the operations of an individual interfa e may be seen
as an abstra tion over the
of an interfa e



Let

[[ c ]]

i

omponent spe i ation. If we want to obtain the p-obligations

from the spe i ation of a

omponent

be the denotational representation of

1. Remove all events from

[[ c ]] in whi

h

c,

we pro eed as follows:

c.

i is neither a

2. For ea h transmission event in whi h

i

is the

onsumer nor a transmitter.

onsumer, substitute the trans-

mitter with a fresh input gate.
For a formal treatment of substitution of lifelines and handling of gates, see Runde et al.
(2006) and Haugen et al. (2004), respe tively.

The above pro edure is illustrated in

Example 23.

Example 23 (Combining instant messaging interfa es) As illustrated in Figure 14
the only interfa es of the instant messaging
are the
the

Chat

and

UserMgr

omponent that intera t among themselves

interfa es. The two sequen e diagrams in Figure 47 spe ify

omplete intera tion between the

Chat

and

UserMgr

interfa es. That is, both the

normal intera tions spe ied in the sequen e diagrams in Figure 20 and Figure 21 and
the risk intera tions spe ied in Figures 43 and 44.
The denotation of the sequen e diagram

User login

in Figure 20, whi h spe ies the

login operation of the Chat, interfa e an be obtained by following the pro edure des ribed
above. Let [[ IM_Login ]] denote the sequen e diagram to the left in Figure 47. All events
46

Figure 47: Intera tion among the instant messaging interfa es

in

[[ IM_Login ]]

have the interfa e

removed. Substitute

UserMgr

Chat

as

onsumer or transmitter, so no events are

with the fresh input gate names i1 and i2 in

[[ IM_Login ]].

Until now we have left the gate names impli it in the sequen e diagrams. Figure 48
shows the sequen e diagram from 20 where we have in luded the names of two input
gates:

j1

and

j2 .

The set of p-obligations obtained by applying the pro edure des ribed

Figure 48: The sequen e diagram from Figure 20 with expli it input gates

IM_Login is the same as the denotational
User login with j1 and j2 substituted by i1 and i2 . The denotation of
diagram Validate in Figure 21 may be obtained in a similar manner.
2

above to the denotational representation of
representation of
the sequen e

7.2 Component prote tion spe i ation
We must also

he k whether the

omponent spe i ation fulls the requirements to pro-

te tion spe i ation, that is, whether any of the identied risks has a high risk level and
needs to be treated. As part of the

Component spe i ation

step des ribed in Se tion 7.1,

we spe ied both the normal intera tions and the risk intera tions of a
STAIRS. However, as explained earlier, the
47

omponent, using

urrent version of STAIRS has no fa ilities

for do umenting assumptions about the environment. In order to obtain the

omplete

risk analysis do umentation we therefore need dependent threat diagrams that do ument
the

onsequen es of in idents and the assumptions on whi h risk analyses results depend,

in addition to sequen e diagrams. As we saw in the example with the
the

UserMgr

interfa e, when

Chat

interfa e and

omponent interfa es intera t with ea h other their risks

may also depend on ea h other. In order to obtain a risk pi ture for the whole
we must in this step

omponent

ombine the dependent threat diagrams.

7.2.1 Reasoning about dependent diagrams
As explained in Se tion 6.2.1 the extension of CORAS with dependent threat diagrams
was motivated by the need to support modular risk analysis.

This is a hieved by fa-

ilities for making the assumptions of a risk analysis expli it through diagrams drawn
in an assumption-guarantee-style. Assumption-guarantee-style diagrams are parti ularly
suited to do ument risks of open

omponents that intera t with and depend on an envi-

ronment.
We have previously presented a semanti s for so

alled dependent risk graphs and a

al ulus for reasoning about them (Brændeland et al., 2010). Dependent CORAS threat
diagrams

an be interpreted as dependent risk graphs and reasoned about in the

for risk graphs. We distinguish between two types of risk graphs: basi
dependent risk graphs. A basi

risk graph

means that

vi −
→ vj .

v1

A relation

may lead to

v2 .

v1 −
→ v2

risk graphs and

onsists of a nite set of verti es and a nite

set of relations between them. A vertex is denoted by
is denoted by

al ulus

vi ,

while a relation from

between verti es (threat s enarios)

vi

v1

to

and

vj
v2

Both verti es and relations between them are assigned

likelihood values.
For a basi
in

D

risk graph

D

to be well-formed, we require that if a relation is

then its sour e vertex and destination vertex are also

ontained

ontained in D:

v−
→ v′ ∈ D ⇒ v ∈ D ∧ v′ ∈ D

(1)

A dependent risk graph is a risk graph with the set of verti es and relations divided
into two disjoint sets representing the assumptions and the target. We write
denote the dependent risk graph where

A

A⊲T

T is the set of verti es and relations representing the target. For
graph A ⊲ T to be well-formed we have the following requirements:

the assumptions and
dependent risk

to

is the set of verti es and relations representing

v−
→ v′ ∈ A
v−
→ v′ ∈ T
v−
→ v′ ∈ A ∪ T
A∩T

⇒
⇒
⇒
=

Note that (4) is implied by (2) and (3).
dependent risk graph then

A∪T

v ∈ A ∧ v′ ∈ A ∪ T
v′ ∈ T ∧ v ∈ A ∪ T
v ∈ A ∪ T ∧ v′ ∈ A ∪ T
∅
This means that if

is a well-formed basi

A ⊲ T

a

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
is a well-formed

risk graph.

Sin e a risk graph has only one type of vertex and one type of relation, we must
translate the verti es and relations of a CORAS diagram into a risk graph in order to
make the risk graph

al ulus appli able.

We interpret a set of threats

initiate relations to the same threat s enario
48

s

as follows: The vertex

s

t1 , . . . , tn

with

is de omposed

sj , j ∈ [1..n] orresponds to the part of s initiated
tj , initiate relation ij with likelihood Pj and subvertex sj into a new threat s enario vertex: Threat tj initiates sj with likelihood Pj . We
interpret a set of in idents u1 , . . . , un with impa ts relations i1 , . . . , in to the same asset a
as follows: The vertex a is de omposed into n parts, where ea h sub-vertex aj , j ∈ [1..n]
orresponds to the part of a harmed by the in ident uj . The impa ts relation from uj is
interpreted as a relation with likelihood 1. Ea h sub-vertex aj is interpreted as the threat
s enario vertex: In ident uj harms asset a with impa t ij . Figure 49 illustrates how the
into

n

parts, where ea h sub-vertex

by the threat

tj .

We

ombine a threat

threat diagram in Figure 38

an be interpreted as a dependent risk graph following these

steps. For the full pro edure for instantiating the risk graphs in CORAS see Brændeland
et al. (2010).

Figure 49: Representing the threat diagram in Figure 38 as a dependent risk graph

D, D ′ , we let i(D, D ′ ) denote D 's interfa e towards D ′ . This
′
interfa e is obtained from D by keeping only the verti es and relations that D depends
′
on dire tly. We dene i(D, D ) formally as follows:
Given two sub-graphs

def

i(D, D ′ ) = {v ∈ D | ∃v ′ ∈ D ′ : v −
→ v ′ ∈ D ∪ D ′ } ∪ {v −
→ v′ ∈ D | v′ ∈ D′}

(6)

Let for example

A′1 ={Tmq}
Certain
T1′ ={Tmq −−−−→ Ma, Ma(X), Ma −
→ MahC, MahC}
′′
A1 ={Ms(Y )}
Certain
U lhC
T1′′ ={Ms −−−−→ Ul, Ul(Y ), Ul −−−→, UlhC}
represent dierent sub-graphs of the dependent risk graph in Figure 49, based on the
′
′
′
′′
abbreviations in Table 10. Then i(A1 , T1 ) = {T T } and i(T1 , T1 ) = ∅.
We do not onsider the in ident IDs su h as UI3 to be part of the in ident names. The
′′
unwanted in ident Modied query su essful in assumption A1 in Figure 49 is therefore
onsidered the same as the unwanted in ident in the assumption in Figure 38.

A ⊲ T means that all sub-graphs of T that only
depends on the parts of A's interfa e towards T that a tually holds, must also hold. The
semanti s of a dependent risk graph A ⊲ T is dened by:
A dependent risk graph on the form

def

[[ A ⊲ T ]] = ∀T ′ ⊆ T : [[ i(A ∪ T \ T ′ , T ′ ) ]] ⇒ [[ T ′ ]]
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(7)

Tmq
Ma
MahC
Ms
Ul
UlhC

=
=
=
=
=
=

Thief initiates Thief attempts modied query with likelihood X .
Modied query attempt
Modied query attempt harms Chat UserId with onsequen e Minor
Modied query su essful
Unauthorised login
Unauthorised login harms Chat UserId with onsequen e Major
Table 10: Abbreviations of verti es

A ⊲ T is empty (i.e. A = ∅) it means
∅ ⊲ T is equivalent to that of T .

Note that if the assumption of a dependent graph
that we have the graph

T,

that is the semanti s of

7.2.2 Combining interfa e risks into omponent risks
In the following examples we illustrate how to dedu e the validity of a

ombined threat

diagram obtained from two dependent threat diagrams of two intera ting interfa es. We
explain only the subset of the
examples. The rules of the

al ulus for dependent risk graphs that we need in the

al ulus are of the form

P1

P2

...

Pi

C
where

P1 , . . . , Pi

is referred to as the premises and to

C

tation is as follows: if the premises are valid so is the

as the

on lusion. The interpre-

on lusion.

In order to reason about dependen ies we rst explain what is meant by dependen y.
′
′
The relation D ‡ D means that D does not depend on any vertex or relation in D . This
′
′
means that D does not have any interfa e towards D and that D and D have no ommon
elements:

Denition 1 (Independen e)
D ‡ D ′ ⇔ D ∩ D ′ = ∅ ∧ i(D, D ′) = ∅
Note that

D ‡ D′

does not imply

D′ ‡ D.

The following rule allows us to remove part of the target s enario as long as it is not
situated in-between the assumption and the part of the target we want to keep.

Rule 2 (Target simpli ation)
A ⊲ T ∪ T′ T′ ‡ T
A⊲T
The following rule allows us to remove a part of the assumption that is not
the rest.

Rule 3 (Assumption simpli ation)
A ∪ A′ ⊲ T A ‡ A′ ∪ T
A′ ⊲ T
50

onne ted to

Example 24 (Target and assumption simpli ation)
login

saw that the risks related to the
operation of the

UserMgr

operation of the

In Examples 13 and 14 we

Chat

validate

interfa e and the

interfa e depend on ea h other. In order to obtain the

ombined

risks of these operations we shall

ombine the dependent threat diagrams from Figures 38
′
′′
′
′′
and 40 into a new dependent diagram. Let A1 ∪ A1 ⊲ T1 ∪ T1 represent the diagram in
Figure 49. We assume that the dependent diagram in Figure 49 is orre t, that is: we
assume the validity of

A′1 ∪ A′′1 ⊲ T1′ ∪ T1′′
Sin e

i(T1′ , T1′′ ) = ∅ and T1′ ∩ T1′′ = ∅, it follows by Rule 1 that T1′′ ‡ T1′ .

Rule 2 we

Hen e, by applying

an dedu e

A′1 ∪ A′′1 ⊲ T1′
Sin e we also have

A′′1 ‡ A′1 ∪ T1′ ,

we

(8)

an apply Rule 3 and dedu e

A′1 ⊲ T1′
Using the same pro edure we

(9)

an also dedu e the validity of

A′′1 ⊲ T1′′

(10)

2
In order to support the sequential

omposition of several dependent threat diagrams

into a new dependent diagram we need a new rule whi h is not part of the previously
dened basi
and
v′ o

A2 ⊲ T2

set of rules. The rule states that if we have two dependent diagrams A1 ⊲ T1
v in A1 leads to a vertex v ′ in T1 and the same vertex

where the vertex

A2 , and the two dependent diagrams
A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 .

urs in

dedu e

otherwise are disjoint, then we may

Rule 4 (Sequential omposition)
A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 A2 ∪ {v ′ } ⊲ T2 (A1 ∪ T1 ) ∩ (A2 ∪ T2 ) = ∅
A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2
where
in

T1 .

v

does not o

ur in

A1 , v ′

does not o

ur in

A2 ,

and neither

v−
→ v′

nor

v′

o

urs

The soundness of this rule is shown in Appendix A.

Example 25 (Combining dependent diagrams) Let A2 ⊲ T2

represent the diagram

in Figure 50, whi h shows the threat diagram in Figure 40 interpreted as a risk graph.
We use the shorthand notations for the translated and transformed elements listed in
Table 10.
′′′
′′′
′′
Let A1 ⊲ T1 be A1
by 10, we also have

⊲ T1′′

where

Y

is substituted by

′′′
A′′′
1 ⊲ T1
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Likely × X .

Sin e we have

A′′1 ⊲ T1′′
(11)

Figure 50: Representing the threat diagram in Figure 40 as a dependent risk graph

We assume the validity of

A2 ⊲ T2

(12)

′′′
By (11), (12) and the fa t that (A2 \{Ma}∪T2 \{Ms([Likely ×X])})∩(A1 \{Ms([Likely ×
′′′
X])} ∪ T1 ) = ∅, we an apply Rule 4 to dedu e

A2 ⊲ T2 ∪ T1′′′
By (9), (13) and the fa t that
we

(13)

(A′1 \{Tmq}∪T1′ \{Ma([X])})∩(A2 \{Ma([X])∪T2 ∪T1′′′ }) = ∅

an apply Rule 4 on e more to dedu e

A′1 ⊲ T1′ ∪ T2 ∪ T1′′′
whi h

orresponds to the

ombined dependent threat diagram for the

Chat

and

interfa es in Figure 51, given the interpretations above.

Figure 51: Combined threat diagram for the

UserMgr
2

Chat

and

UserMgr

7.2.3 Evaluating omponent risks
At the

omponent level, we need to know the harm against

value of a risk is the

ombination of its likelihood and

omponent assets. The risk

onsequen e value. The likelihood

of an in ident is determined from the probability of an atta k and the probability of
su

ess given an atta k.

As explained during the risk estimation step when we do a
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risk analysis of a

omponent that may exist on dierent platforms during its lifetime, we

annot in lude the external threats in the analysis. Hen e, we are not able to estimate the
absolute likelihood values of risks, only the

onditional likelihoods that in idents o

given atta ks or faults of external systems. The probability of an atta k being su
ree ts the

omponent vulnerabilities and the ee tiveness of

There are dierent strategies we

an

ontrol me hanisms.

hoose for evaluating risks in the la k of absolute

likelihood values: One is to evaluate risks with regard to the
that we have estimated.

ur

essful

onditional likelihood values

Another option is to make expli it assumptions about the

likelihood values of the assumed threat s enarios and in idents.
dependent threat in Figure 38 we

For example in the

ould say, given that the likelihood of the assumed

Thief attempts modied query is Likely, that the likelihood of the in ident
Modied query attempt in the target is also Likely. In su h a ase it is important to make

threat s enario

assumptions that are realisti
deployed in.
that the

with regard to potential platforms the

omponent may be

If the assumed likelihood values are too high it may give the impression

omponent is less trustworthy than it really is. If the assumed likelihood values

are too low it may render the

omponent useless for potential users be ause we without

any real reason impose assumptions that their infrastru ture does not full (Lund et al.,
2010).
If we want to

ombine two separate risk analyses that make expli it assumptions

about the likelihood values of ea h other, we need to
analysis is

he k that the assumptions of one

onsistent with the target of the other and vi e versa. If either analysis has

made assumptions that are too strong or too weak they must be adjusted to obtain the
orre t values for the

ombined system.

Example 26 (Evaluation of instant messaging risks) The

ombined threat diagram

Chat UserId and UserMgr UserId.
Chat UserId and UserMgr
omponent asset UserId.

in Figure 51 shows in idents harming interfa e assets

In Se tion 5.2 we de ided that harm towards interfa e assets

UserId

implies the same level of harm to the

For the purpose of the example we have

hosen to use the latter of the two strategies

des ribed above to evaluate the risks. That is, we make expli it assumptions about the
likelihood values of the assumed threat s enarios and in idents. In order to make visible
the assumptions on whi h the risk evaluations rely, we in lude the assumption in the risk
evaluation table of ea h asset.
If we

hoose to instantiate

ure 51 the in idents

UI1

X with Unlikely
UI2 be ome a

and

in the dependent threat diagram in Fig-

UI3 is una eptable.
Likely instead. We make

eptable, whereas

However, we think this assumption is too stri t and

hoose

similar assumptions for the assumed threat s enarios and in idents ae ting the risk level
of the other

omponent assets as do umented in the risk evaluation matri es in Tables 12

to 14.

User Id,

The in idents ae ting
assumed likelihood

Likely

and their

onsequen e and likelihood based on the

of the assumed threat, are do umented in the risk evaluation

matrix in Table 11. The risk value of the in idents
as una

eptable.

UI1, UI2

and

UI3

are

ategorised

We should therefore identify prote tion me hanisms and revise the

omponent spe i ations a

ordingly, to ensure that the requirements to prote tion are

met.
One possible treatment, as depi ted in the treatment diagram in Figure 52, is to he k
all possible meta hara ters to the

UserMgr

interfa e. To save spa e, we have not in luded
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Consequen e

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost

ertain

Certain

Thief initiates Thief attempts modied query
likelihood Likely

Assuming
with
Minor

UI1

Moderate

UI2

Major

UI3
Table 11: Risk evaluation for

Consequen e

UserId

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost

ertain

Certain

Impersonator initiates Impersonator poses as
buddy with likelihood Likely
Assuming
Minor

UM1

Moderate
Major
Table 12: Risk evaluation for

Consequen e

Message

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Assuming

Spimmer initiates Spimming with likelihood
Adversary initiates Flooding atta k with
Likely

Likely

Likely

Almost

ertain

Certain

and

likelihood
Minor

UE1
UE2

Moderate
Major
Table 13: Risk evaluation for

Consequen e

Availability

Likelihood
Unlikely

Possible

Assuming

Ha ker initiates Send rafted le
Possible

likelihood

Likely

Almost

ertain

Minor
Moderate

UF1

Major
Table 14: Risk evaluation for
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Media le

Certain

with

Figure 52: Treatment diagram for the Unauthorised login risk

a revised

omponent spe i ation in this example.

Summary of



2

omponent-based risk analysis: workow 2, step 3

Obje tive:

Combine interfa e risk spe i ations into a risk pi ture for the

ponent as a whole. De ide whi h of the identied risks are a
of the risks that must be treated.
Revise the



evaluation



eptable and whi h

Identify treatments for the una

eptable risk.

omponent spe i ation if ne essary.

Input do umentation:
lihoods and

om-

Dependent CORAS threat diagrams with estimated like-

onsequen es; CORAS risk diagrams; CORAS asset diagrams; the risk
riteria.

Output do umentation:

Combined dependent threat diagrams do umenting

omponent risks risks and sequen e diagrams spe ifying both normal intera tions
and risk intera tions at the

omponent level; CORAS treatment diagrams do u-

menting the identied treatments; revised



Adaptations to CORAS: Risk

omponent spe i ation.

omposition is normally not a part of the CORAS

method. Neither is the spe i ation of risk intera tions in sequen e diagrams.
Table 15: Component prote tion spe i ation

8 Related work
The need for

ondu ting risk analysis in the early phases of system development is widely

re ognised in the se urity

ommunity, and several approa hes to this end have been pro-
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posed (M Graw, 2006; Goseva-Popstojanova et al., 2003; Cortellessa et al., 2005; Sindre
and Opdahl, 2000, 2005; M Dermott and Fox, 1999; M Dermott, 2001).
There are also several proposals for in luding se urity requirements into the requirements phase, su h as for example in Se ureUML (Lodderstedt et al., 2002) and UMLse

(Jürjens, 2005). A se urity requirement is a requirement to the prote tion of informa-

tion se urity in terms of

ondentiality, integrity, availability, nonrepudiation, a

ount-

ability and authenti ity of information (ISO, 2004). Se ureUML is a method for modelling
a

ess

ontrol poli ies and their integration into model-driven software development. Se-

ureUML is based on role-based a

ess

ontrol and models se urity requirements for

well-behaved appli ations in predi table environments. UMLse
that enables the modelling of se urity-related features su h as

is an extension to UML
ondentiality and a

ess

ontrol.
Our framework for
and UML are

omponent-based risk analysis and approa hes su h as Se ureUML

omplementary and may be used at dierent stages during a robust de-

velopment pro ess. While Se ureUML and UMLse

may be used for spe ifying se urity

requirements, our approa h may be used to identify and analyse the probability that seurity requirements are violated. The violation of a se urity requirement may
an unwanted in ident, sin e it may

onstitute

ause harm to system assets.

Jürjens and Houmb (2004) have proposed an approa h to risk-driven development
of se urity- riti al systems using UMLse .

Their approa h uses CORAS for the pur-

pose of identifying, analysing and evaluating risks.
to be una

The se urity risks that are found

eptable are treated by spe ifying se urity requirements using UMLse

jens, 2005). Our approa h is similar to theirs, in that they propose to
with model-driven development in a se urity
fo us on

(Jür-

ombine CORAS

riti al setting. One dieren e is that we

omponent-based development whi h requires a modular approa h to risk anal-

ysis, whereas Jürjens and Houmb (2004) have no parti ular fo us on

omponent-oriented

spe i ation.
The model-driven performan e risk analysis method by Cortellessa et al. (2005) takes
into a

information. They

om-

bine performan e related information of intera tion spe i ations with hardware

ount both system level behaviour and hardware spe i

har-

a teristi s, in order to estimate the overall probability of performan e failures.

Their

approa h is based on a method for ar hite tural-level risk analysis using UML.
The idea to apply spe ialised use- ases for the purpose of threat identi ation was
rst proposed by M Dermott and Fox (1999); M Dermott (2001). Sindre and Opdahl
(2000, 2005) later explained how to extend use- ases with mis-use

ases as a means to

eli it se urity requirements.
The use of threat diagrams in CORAS to stru ture the

hain of events leading from a

threat to an in ident is inspired by Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Event Tree Analysis
(ETA). FTA (IEC, 1990) is a top-down approa h that breaks down an in ident into
smaller events. The events are stru tured into a logi al binary tree, with and/or gates,
whi h shows possible routes leading to the in ident from various failure points. ETA (IEC,
1995) is a bottom-up approa h to
illustrating the (forward)

al ulate

onsequen es of events.

ETA fo uses on

onsequen es of an event and the probabilities of these.

CORAS threat diagrams

ombine the features of both fault tree and event tree.

CORAS threat diagrams are more general sin e they do not have the same binary restri tions and

auses does not have to be
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onne ted through a spe ied logi al gate.

CORAS diagrams may have more than one top vertex and
and

onsequen es.

an be used to model assets

Moreover, in CORAS likelihoods may be assigned to both verti es

and relations, whereas in fault trees only the verti es have likelihoods. The likelihood
of a vertex in a CORAS diagram
verti es and

an be

al ulated from the likelihoods of its parent

onne ting relations. The possibility to assign likelihoods to both verti es

and relations has methodologi al benets during brainstorming sessions be ause it may
be used to un over in onsisten ies. Un overing in onsisten ies helps to
standings and pinpoint aspe ts of the diagrams that must be

larify misunder-

onsidered more

arefully.

Another dieren e between fault trees and CORAS threat diagrams is that fault trees
fo us more on the logi al de omposition of an in ident into its
the

onstituents, and less on

ausal relationship between events whi h is the emphasis in CORAS. The most signif-

i ant dieren e between CORAS and other threat modelling te hniques for our purpose,
however, is the extension of CORAS with so

alled dependent diagrams, whi h fa ilities

the do umentation of environment assumptions. Dependent threat diagrams are

ru ial

for obtaining the modularity of our approa h as dis ussed in Se tion 6.2.1. We are not
aware of any threat modelling te hniques apart from dependent CORAS that are designed
to

apture

ontext dependen ies.

The novelty of the presented approa h lies in the usage of system development te hniques su h as UML and STAIRS not only as input for the risk analysis, but also as a
means for do umenting risk analysis results.
at the

We identify, analyse and do ument risks

omponent level, thus allowing for the shifting risks depending on the type of

environment that a

omponent intera ts with.

9 Con lusion and dis ussion
We have presented a framework for

omponent-based risk analysis and provided sugges-

tions for integrating it step-by-step into a

omponent-based development pro ess. The

proposed approa h fo uses on integrating risk analysis into the early stages of

omponent

development. Integrating se urity into the requirements and design phase is important
for several reasons: First, it aids developers to dis over design aws at an early stage.
Se ond, it aids developers to ensure that

omponents are developed in a

the desired prote tion level and redu es the need for ad ho
anisms after the

ordan e with

integration of se urity me h-

omponent has been implemented.

In this se tion we summarise the steps we have taken in order to adjust CORAS
into a method for

omponent-based risk analysis. We also dis uss the extent to whi h

the presented framework fulls the overall requirement of en apsulation and modularity
without
risk.

ompromising the feasibility of the approa h or the

ommon understanding of

We also dis uss our ndings with regard to further resear h needed in order to

obtain a full method for

omponent-based risk analysis.

The requirement that a

omponent needs to be distinguished from its environment

in order to be independently deployable, implies that we do not allow any
are external to a

omponent to be part of the

on epts that

omponent-based risk analysis framework.

With regard to the requirements to prote tion step we therefore adjusted the CORAS
method so that the target of analysis is the

omponent or

omponent interfa e being

analysed. Furthermore, we have no external stakeholders, but identify assets on behalf
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of the

omponent or

omponent interfa e whi h is the target of analysis.

Identifying the target of analysis as the
ompared to a

omponent itself limits the s ope of analysis

onventional risk analysis. It means for example that external threats are

not in luded in the analysis as su h, even though they ae t the overall level of risks.
This limitation is dis ussed further with regard to the risk identi ation and analysis
step.
Identifying assets on behalf of the

omponent or

omponent interfa es has the

on-

sequen e that tasks that are normally the responsibility of the stakeholders, must be
ondu ted by the
the

omponent owner, or the development team in an understanding with

omponent owner. These tasks entail identifying assets, establishing the prote tion

level of assets and de iding the
A

onsequen e values of in idents.

omponent asset may for example be

omponent interfa e. Ultimately a
for

him,

su h as for example the

omponent buyer may be interested in assets of value
ost of using a

are not the same as the assets of the
may be to identify the

ondentiality of information handled by a

omponent he is buying.

omponent user as a

One solution to this

omponent with its own assets and analyse

how in idents towards the assets of the bought
A simpler solution would be to identify the
with regard to the

omponent, or his own safety, whi h

omponent ae t assets of the owner.

omponent user's assets as indire t assets

omponent asset and evaluate how a risk harming an asset su h as

ondentiality of information ae ts an asset of the

omponent user su h as for example

ost of use.
A

ording to our

omponent is a

on eptual model of

omponent-based risk analysis in Figure 5 a

olle tion of interfa es. Hen e, the set of

of the assets of its interfa es.

When we de ompose the

must therefore de ide for ea h asset whi h of the

omponent assets is the union
omponent into interfa es we

omponent interfa es it belongs to. The

assignment of assets to interfa es is not part of the original CORAS method. In order to
a hieve this task we introdu ed the following rules of thumb:



An asset referring to data handled by several

omponent interfa es, is de omposed

into one asset for ea h interfa e;



An asset referring to data whi h is handled by only one interfa e is assigned to the
interfa e handling it;



An asset referring to a property of data or a servi e is de omposed and assigned to
interfa es handling the data or

ontributing to servi es for whi h the property is of

relevan e.
As explained above external threats are not part of a
the requirement that a
makes sense sin e a

omponent needs to be distinguished from its environment. This

omponent may be deployed at dierent platforms during its lifetime

and the types of external threats towards a
platform. In order to analyse
we use so

omponent risk analysis, due to

omponent may

hange depending on the

omponent risk without in luding threats in the analysis

alled dependent threat diagrams that allow us to do ument assumptions about

the environment and parameterise likelihood values arising from external threats.
To obtain the whole risk pi ture for a
must

ompose the risk analysis of the

omponent running on a given platform, we

omponent with the risk analysis of the platform,

or perform an analysis of the platform if none exists. In order to reason about mutually
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dependent diagrams, that is, where the target of one diagram is the assumption of another,
we apply a

al ulus for so

an apply the

al ulus to

alled dependent risk graphs (Brændeland et al., 2010). We
he k that a dependent threat diagram is a valid

of two or more dependent threat diagrams.
quite

omposition

The a tual

arrying out of the proofs are

umbersome, however, as we saw in an example.

In order to the make use of

dependent threat diagrams feasible in a real risk it should be supported by a tool that
ould perform the derivations automati ally or semi-automati ally, su h as an intera tive

2

theorem prover like Isabelle .
We use sequen e diagrams in STAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004;
Runde, 2007; Refsdal, 2008), whi h is a formalisation of the main
sequen e diagram, to spe ify interfa e intera tions.
do umentation when a

on epts in UML 2.0

We want to update risk analysis

omponent-based system is upgraded with a new

To a hieve this we would like to spe ify

omponent.

omponent risks as an integrated part of the

omponent spe i ation, using the same type of spe i ation te hniques. We therefore
propose to use STAIRS also for the purpose of spe ifying risk intera tions based on risk
analysis do umentation in the form of dependent threat diagrams.
Risks are identied in relation to the existing interfa e spe i ations. This implies
that in idents are events that are allowed within the spe ied behaviour but not ne essarily intended. We

an therefore spe ify

omponent risks by supplementing

omponent

spe i ation with in idents that may happen as part of the normal behaviour.
ever, the

How-

urrent version of STAIRS has no fa ilities for do umenting assumptions about

the environment. Furthermore, the formal semanti s of STAIRS as dened by Haugen
and Stølen (2003) and Haugen et al. (2004) does not in lude
vulnerabilities, in idents or harm to assets.

onstru ts for representing

This means that some of the information

do umented in the dependent threat diagrams is lost in the translation into sequen e
diagrams. In order to fully integrate risk behaviour in interfa e spe i ations we need a
denotational tra e semanti s that

aptures risk relevant aspe ts su h as assets and in i-

dents formally. For an approa h to representing risk behaviour in a denotational tra e
semanti s see Brændeland and Stølen (2006, 2007). Furthermore, we need to map synta ti al spe i ations using sequen e diagrams to a formal semanti s for risk behaviour.
This is a topi

for future resear h within the eld of

omponent-based risk analysis.

Due to the preliminary state of the presented framework and the qualitative nature
of the
a

riteria that we have evaluated our presented framework against, we have used

ase-based example to evaluate our approa h. A

in the early phase of a resear h pro ess, in the

ase-based evaluation

an be useful

reation of ideas and insights (Galliers,

1992). In order to empiri ally verify the feasibility of the approa h and its inuen e on
omponent quality and software development progress, further evaluations are ne essary.
The CORAS method, whi h our approa h is based on, was

ompared to six other

risk analysis methods in a test performed by the Swedish Defen e Resear h Agen y in
2009 (Bengtsson et al., 2009). The purpose of the test was to

he k the relevan e of the

methods with regard to assessing information se urity risks during the dierent phases
of the life

y le of IT systems, on behalf of the Swedish Defen e Authority.

In the

test CORAS got the highest s ore with regard to relevan e for all phases of the life
y le. A

ording to the report the good s ore of CORAS is due to the well established

2 http://isabelle.in.tum.de/
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modelling te hnique of CORAS for all types of systems and the generality of the method.
The appli ability of the CORAS language has been thoroughly evaluated in a series of
industrial

ase studies, and by empiri al investigations do umented by Hogganvik and

Stølen (2005a,b, 2006).
We believe the

ase-based evaluation of the adapted CORAS method for

based risk analysis shows some promising prospe ts with regard to improving

omponentomponent

robustness. By integrating risk analysis into the development pro ess and do umenting
risks at the

omponent level, developers a quire the ne essary do umentation to easily

update risk analysis do umentation in the
omponent risks as an integrated part of a
hanges in a
of the

ourse of system

hanges.

Sin e we spe ify

omponent spe i ation, the analysis of how

omponent ae t system risks be omes straightforward. If we modify one

omponent interfa es in the instant messaging example, we only need to analyse

how the

hanges ae t that parti ular interfa e. The risk level for the instant messaging

omponent

an be obtained using the operations for

omposition des ribed in Se tion 7.2.

Finally, the expli it do umentation of assumptions on whi h risk analysis results depend,
fa ilitates the
uisite for

omparison of

omponent risks independent of

reating a market for

ontext, whi h is a prereq-

omponents with do umented risk properties.
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A Proofs
Theorem 1
(((A1 ∪ T1 ) ∩ (A2 ∪ T2 ) = ∅) ∧ v 6∈ A1 ∧ v ′ 6∈ A′2 ∧ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∩ T1 = ∅)
∧ [[ A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ]] ∧ [[ A2 ∪ {v ′ } ⊲ T2 ]] ⇒)
[[ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ]]
We assume that the three risk graphs: (1) A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ; (2) A2 ∪ {v ′ } ⊲ T2 ;
and (3) A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 full well-formed requirements (2)-(5).

Proof:
h1i1. Assume:

(A1 ∪ T1 ) ∩ (A2 ∪ T2 ) = ∅
2. v 6∈ A1
′
′
3. v 6∈ A2
4. {v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∩ T1 = ∅
5. [[ A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ]]
′
6. [[ A2 ∪ {v } ⊲ T2 ]]
Prove: [[ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ]]
h2i1. ∀T ⊆ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 :
[[ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ T, T ) ]] ⇒ [[ T ]]
h3i1. Assume: T ⊆ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2
Prove: [[ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ T, T ) ]] ⇒ [[ T ]]
h4i1. Assume: [[ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ T, T ) ]]
Prove: [[ T ]]
h5i1. Let: T = T ′ ∪ T ′′ su h that
(T ′ ⊆ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ) ∧ (T ′′ ⊆ T2 )
Proof: By h3i1.
h5i2. [[ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ ), T ′ ∪ T ′′ ) ]]
Proof: By assumption h4i1, h5i1 and the rule of repla ement (Troelstra and
1.

S hwi htenberg, 2000).
h5i3. [[ T ′ ∪ T ′′ ]]
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h6i1. [[ T ′ ]]
h7i1. [[ i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ {v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 \ T ′ , T ′ ) ]] ⇒ [[ T ′ ]]
Proof: By assumption h1i1.5, h5i1 and denition (7).
h7i2. [[ i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ , T ′ ) ]]
h8i1. i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ , T ′) ⊆
i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ ), T ′ ∪ T ′′ )
h9i1. A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ ) =
(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ ) ∪ (A2 ∪ T2 \ T ′′ )
Proof: By assumptions h1i1.1, h1i1.2, h1i1.3, h1i1.4 and h5i1.
h9i2. Assume: V ∈ i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ , T ′ )
Prove: V ∈ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ ), T ′ ∪ T ′′ )
h10i1. Case: V = v1 , that is V is a vertex.
h11i1. v1 ∈ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ )
h12i1. v1 ∈ A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ) \ T ′
Proof: By assumption h9i2, assumption h10i1 and denition (6).

h12i2. v1 ∈ (A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ ) ∪
′′
(A2 ∪ T2 \ T )
Proof: By h12i1 and elementary set theory
h12i3. Q.E.D.
Proof: By h9i1, h12i2 and the rule of repla ement (Troelstra
and S hwi htenberg, 2000).
h11i2. ∃v2 ∈ T ′ ∪ T ′′ :{v1 −
→ v2 } ∈ (A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ )) ∪ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ )
h12i1. ∃v2 ∈ T ′ :{v1 −
→ v2 } ∈ (A1 ∪{v}∪({v −
→ v ′ }∪T1 )\T ′ )∪T ′

Proof: By assumption h9i2,

assumption

h10i1

and deni-

tion (6).

h12i2.

Let:

v2 ∈ T ′ su h that
v1 −
→ v2 ∈ (A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ ) ∪ T ′
Proof: By h12i1.
h12i3. v2 ∈ T ′ ∪ T ′′
Proof: By h12i2 and elementary set theory.
h12i4. v1 −
→ v2 ∈ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ )
h13i1. v1 −
→ v2 ∈ (A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ ) ∪ T ′ ∪
′′
(A2 ∪ T2 \ T )
Proof: By h12i2 and elementary set theory
h13i2. Q.E.D.
Proof: By h9i1, h13i1 and the rule of repla ement (Troelstra and S hwi htenberg, 2000).

h12i5.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By h12i3, h12i4 and ∃ introdu tion.

h11i3.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By h11i1, h11i2 and denition (6).
h10i2. Case: V = v1 −
→ v2 , that is V is a relation.
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h11i1. v1 −
→ v2 ∈ A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ) \ T ′ ∧ v2 ∈ T ′
Proof: By assumption h9i2, assumption h10i2 and denition (6).
h11i2. v1 −
→ v2 ∈ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ )
h12i1. v1 −
→ v2 ∈ (A1 ∪{v}∪({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ }∪T1 )\T ′ )∪(A2 ∪T2 \T ′′ )
Proof: By h11i1, ∧ elimination and elementary set theory.
h12i2. Q.E.D.
Proof: By h12i1, h9i1 and the rule of repla ement (Troelstra
and S hwi htenberg, 2000).

h11i3. v2 ∈ T ′ ∪ T ′′
Proof: By h11i1, ∧ elimination and elementary set theory.
h11i4. Q.E.D.
Proof: By h11i2, h11i3 and denition (6).
h10i3. Q.E.D.
Proof: The ases h10i1 and h10i2 are exhaustive.
h9i3. Q.E.D.
Proof: ⊆-rule.
h8i2. Q.E.D.
Proof: By h5i2 and h8i1.
h7i3. Q.E.D.
Proof: By h7i1, h7i2 and ⇒ elimination.
h6i2. [[ T ′′ ]]
h7i1. [[ i(A2 ∪ {v ′} ∪ T2 \ T ′′ , T ′′ ) ]] ⇒ [[ T ′′ ]]
Proof: By assumption h1i1.6, h5i1 and denition (7).
h7i2. [[ i(A2 ∪ {v ′} ∪ T2 \ T ′′ , T ′′ ) ]]
h8i1. [[ i(A1 ∪A2 ∪{v}∪({v −
→ v ′ , v ′}∪T1 ∪T2 )\(T ′ ∪T ′′ ), T ′ ∪T ′′ ) ]]∧[[ T ′ ]]
Proof: By h5i2, h6i1 and ∧ introdu tion.
h8i2. i(A2 ∪ {v ′ } ∪ T2 \ T ′′ , T ′′ ) ⊆
i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ ), T ′ ∪ T ′′ ) ∪ T ′
h9i1. Assume: V ∈ i(A2 ∪ {v ′} ∪ T2 \ T ′′ , T ′′ )
Prove: V ∈ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ ), T ′ ∪ T ′′ ) ∪ T ′
h10i1. Assume: V 6∈ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −
→ v ′ , v ′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ ), T ′ ∪ T ′′ ) ∪ T ′
Prove: ⊥
h11i1. V 6∈ (A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ )) ∪ T ′
Proof: By assumption h10i1, denition (6) and elementary set
theory.

h11i2. V ∈ (A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −
→ v ′ , v ′ } ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ) \ (T ′ ∪ T ′′ )) ∪ T ′
h12i1. V ∈ A2 ∪ {v ′ } ∪ T2 \ T ′′
Proof: By assumption h9i1 and denition (6).
h12i2. v ′ 6∈ T2
Proof: By assumption h1i1.6, the assumption that A2 ∪{v′}⊲
T2 is well-formed and requirement (5).
h12i3. Case: V ∈ A2
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h13i1.

Q.E.D.

Proof:

By

h12i1,

assumption

h12i3

and elementary set

theory.

h12i4. Case: V = v ′
h13i1. Case: v ′ ∈ T ′
h14i1. Q.E.D.

Proof: By assumption h13i1 and elementary set theory.
h13i2. Case: v ′ 6∈ T ′
h14i1. v ′ 6∈ T ′′

Proof: By h12i2, h5i1 and elementary set theory.

h14i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By assumption h13i2, h14i1, assumption h12i4

and elementary set theory.

h13i3.

Q.E.D.

Proof: The ases h13i1 and h13i2 are exhaustive.
h12i5. Case: V ∈ T2 ∧ V 6∈ T ′′
h13i1. T2 ∩ T ′ = ∅
h14i1. v −
→ v ′ 6∈ T2
Proof: By h12i2,

the assumption that

A2 ∪ {v ′ } ⊲ T2

is

well-formed and requirement (3).

h14i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By assumption h1i1.1, h12i2, h14i1 and elemen-

tary set theory.

h13i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof:

By assumption

h12i5, h13i1

and elementary set

theory.

h12i6.

Q.E.D.

Proof: The

h11i3.

ases

h12i3, h12i4

and

Q.E.D.

h12i5

are exhaustive.

Proof: By h11i1, h11i2 and ⊥ introdu tion.

h10i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof: Proof by

h9i2.

ontradi tion.

Q.E.D.

Proof: ⊆ rule.

h8i3.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By h8i1 and h8i2.

h7i3.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By h7i1, h7i2 and ⇒ elimination.

h6i3.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By h6i1 and h6i2.

h5i4.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By h5i1, h5i3 and the rule of repla ement.

h4i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof: ⇒ introdu tion

h3i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof: ∀ introdu tion.
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h2i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof: By h2i1 and denition (7).

h1i2.

Q.E.D.

Proof: ⇒ introdu tion.
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B Key terms and denitions
Interfa e.

A

ontra t des ribing a set of provided operations and the servi es required

to provide the spe ied operations.

Component.

A

olle tion of interfa es some of whi h may intera t between themselves.

Event.

The transmission or

Asset.

An item or a feature of value to an interfa e for whi h it requires prote tion.

In ident.
Risk.

onsumption of a message by an interfa e.

An event of an interfa e that harms at least one of its assets.

The

ombination of the

Risk analysis.

onsequen e and likelihood of an in ident.

The pro ess to understand the nature of risk and determining the level

of risk.

Component-based risk analysis.

A pro ess for analysing separate parts of a system

or two systems independently with means for

ombining separate analysis results

into an overall risk pi ture for the whole system.

Risk modelling.
likelihood and

Risk graph.

Te hniques used to aid the pro ess of identifying and estimating
onsequen e values.

A stru tured representation of in idents, their

Dependent risk graph.

auses and

onsequen es.

A risk graph that is divided into two parts; one part that

des ribes the target of analysis and one part des ribes the assumptions on whi h
the risk estimates depend.
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